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DETERMINATION AND VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
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UNITED STATES· INTERNATIONAL TRADE COMMISSIO_N
Investigation No. 731-TA-652 (Preliminary)
.

.

.

ARAMID FIBER FORMED OF POLY PARA-PHENYLENE TEREPHTHALAMIDE
FROM THE NETHERIANDS
Determination
On the basis of the r~cord 1 developed in the subject investigation, the
.

;

I

Commission· determines, pursuant to section 733(a) of the Tariff Act of 1930
(19 U.S.C. § 1673b(a)), that there is a reasonable indication that an industry
in the United States is materially injured by reason of imports from the
Netherlands of aramid fiber·formed of poly para-phenylene terephthalamide
(PPD-T aramid fiber), 2 provided for in subheadings 5402.10.30, 5402.32.30,
5503.10.00, and 5601.30.00 of the Harmonized Tariff Schedule of the United
States, that are alleged to be sold in the United States at less than fair
value (LTFV).
Background
On July 2, 1993, a petition was filed with the Commission and the
Department of Commerce by counsel on behalf of E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.,
Wilmington, DE, alleging that an industry in the United St.ates is materially
injured or threatened with material injury by reason of LTFV imports of PPD-T
aramid fiber from the Netherlands.

Accordingly, effective July 2, 1993, the

Commission instituted antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-652 (Preliminary).

1

The record is defined in sec. 207.2(f) of the Commission's Rules of
Practice and Procedure (19 CFR § 207.2(f)).
2
The imported merchandise which is the subject of Commerce's investigation
is all forms of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands. This includes PPD-T
aramid fiber in the form of filament yarn, staple, pulp (wet or dry), nonwovens, chopped fiber, and floe.

4
Notice of the institution of the Commission's investigation and of a
public conference to be held in connection therewith

wa~

given by posting

copies of the notice in the Office of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade
Commission, Washington, DC, and by publishing the notice in the Federal
Register of July 12, 1993 (58 F.R. 37503).
Washington, DC, on July 23, 1993, and all
opportunity were permitted to

app~ar

The conference was held in
~ersons

who requested the

in person or by counsel.

VIEWS OF THE COMMISSION
Based on the record in this preliminary investigation, we unanimously
determine that there is a reasonable indication that the industry in the
United States producing aramid fiber formed of poly para-phenylene
terephthalamide ("PPD-T aramid fiber") is materially injured by reason of
imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands that allegedly are sold in
the United States at less than fair value (LTFV) . 1

I.

THE LEGAL STANDARD FOR PRELIMINARY DETERMINATIONS
The legal standard in preliminary antidumping duty investigations

requires us to determine, based upon the best information available at the
time of the preliminary determination, whether there is a reasonable
indication that a domestic industry is materially injured or threatened with
material injury by reason of the allegedly LTFV imports. 2

In applying this

standard, we weigh the evidence to determine whether "(l) the record as a
whole contains clear and convincing evidence that there is no material injury
or threat of material injury; and (2) no likelihood exists that any contrary
evidence will arise in a final investigation. 113

The U.S. Court of Appeals for

the Federal Circuit has held that this interpretation of the standard "accords
with clearly discernible legislative intent and is sufficiently reasonable.

·

114

19 u.s.c. § 1673b(a).
Id. See also American Lamb Co. v. United States, 785 F.2d 994 (Fed. Cir.
1986); Calabrian Corp. v. United States, 794 F.Supp. 377, 386 (Ct. Int'l Trade
1992) .
3
American Lamb, 785 F.2d at 1001; See also Torrington Co. v. United States,
790 F.Supp. 1161, 1165 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1992), aff'd, 991 F.2d 809 (Fed. Cir.
1993) .
4
American Lamb, 785 F.2d 994 at 1004.

1

2

5

II.

LIKE PRODUCT
A. In.General
In determining whether there is a reasonable indication that an industry

in the United States is ma'.t~rially injured or is threatened with material
injury by reason of the allegedly LTFV imports, we must first define the "like
product'" and the "industry."

Section 1'1i(4)(A) of the Tariff Act of 1930

("the Act") defines the relevant industry as the "domestic producers as a
.......,

whole of a like product, or those producers whose collective output of·the
like product constitutes a major proportion of the total domestic production
of that product ... ·. ,;s

In turn, the Act defiries · 11 like product"' as "a product

which is like, or in the.abse~~e of llke, most similar in char~cteristics and
uses with, the article subject.to an investigation .... 116 .Our'determination of
what is the appropriate like product or products is a factual determination~
and we apply the statutory standard of "like" or "most similar in

characteristi~s and ~~e~" on acase-by-case basis. 7
The Department of Commerce has identified the articles subject to this
investigation as:
all forms of poly para-phenylene terephthalamide aramid
5

19 U.S.C. § 1677(4) (A).
19 u.s.c. § 1677(10).
7
Asociacion Colombiana de Exportadores de Flores et al. v. United States, 693
F. Supp. 1165, 1169 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988). In analyzing like product issues,
the Commission considers a number of factors including: (1) physical
characteristics and uses; (2) interchangeability of the products; (3) channels
of distribution; (4) customer and producer perceptions of the products; (5)
the use of common manufa~turing facilities and production employees; and (6)
where appropriate, price. Calabrian Corp. v. United States, 794 F. Supp. at
382, n.4. No single factor' is dispositive·, and the Commission may consider
other factors relevant to its like pro~uct determination in a particular
investigation. The. Commission looks for clear dividing lines among possible
like products, ·and disregards minor variations. See S. Rep. No. 249, 96th
Cong., 1st Seas. 90-91 (1979); Torrington Co. v. United States, 747 F. Supp.
744, 748-49 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1990), aff'd, 938 F.2d 1278 (Fed. Cir. 1991).
6

6

fiber (PPD-T) from the Netherlands. This includes PPD-T
fiber in the form of filament yarn, staple, pulp (wet or dry),
n_on-wovens, cl'lopped fiber. ~d flo.c .. 8
PPD-T

ar~id fib~r

is a high-perf_o:i:::mance synthetic fiber.

Special

characteristics include high strength/low weight, high modulus (resistance to
. t

•

deformation by stretching), high
resistance.

.

.

therma~

.

.

.

stability, and fire and chemical

PPD-T aramid fiber is distinguished from other fibers by its

chemical composi ti,on, specific properties, . method. of production, an? range. of
end uses. 9
PPD-T aramid fiber may be produced in a variety of forms,_ including
filament. yarn, staple, .pulp, and nonwoven fabric ("nonwovens") . 10
production process for all of the forms of fiber begins. with the
of an aramid polymer

compose~·

of

p-phenylenediami~e

chloride, which is then spun into filament yarn. 11

The
~anufacture

and terephthaloyl
Yarn has independent uses

in reinforced rubber products, such as tires, and in advanced composites,
ropes and cables and optic:al fiber.

Yarn also may be processed into staple

and pulp. ..PPD-T aramid filament yarn and staple may be further processed into
nonwoven fabric. 12

8

58 Fed. Reg.· 40623 _(July 29, 1993) . Report at _I-3.
Report at I-5.
.
10
Staple fiber'is yarn that is cut tq lengths typically between 3/4.inch.and
6 inches and s0metime·s criniped to faeilitate, weaving into fabric. Chopped
fiber and floe are ·considered to be types of. stapl~. Floe fibers are
precision-cut short fibers, which typically range from 1/25 inch to 1/~ inch
in length, and are used in PPD-T pai;:>er'" and a wide variety .of reinfqrc.ement. .
resin systems. Chopped fiber is filament yarn that has been raµdomly cut in
1/4 inch arid 1/2 inch lengths and is used in friCti9n materials, rubber .goods,
and composites. Pulp is.yarn that has been cut and fibrillated and is used in
friction products, gaskets, and advanced composites. Report at I-6 to I~7.
11 Report at I-10.
· .
. .
.
.
.
·
·
12
Nonwovens were discussed only briefly by the parties in their appearances
b~fore the commission.
Resp'ondents' Post- conference Bri_ef at 5, n. 6 .. · In any
final investigation additional information will be sought regarding this
product.
9

7

B. Like Product Finding13

14

The like product issue in this investigation is whether

~PD-T

aramid

fiber (including yarn, staple, pulp, ·and nonwovens) should be divided into
multiple like products or whether the various forms constitute
product.

a

single like

Petitioner, E.i. Du Pont de Nemours & Company ("DuPont"), argues

that all forms of PPD-T aramid fiber comprise a single like product because
they are produced from the same organic polymer, share the same physical and
performance characteristics, are sold in the same channels of trade and are
predominantly produced using common manufacturing facilities. 15

The

respondent, Akzo N.V., a butch manufacturer and exporter of PPD-T aramid fiber
to the United States, contends that there are four separate like products
consisting of filament yarn, staple, pulp, and nonwovens.

Respondents assert

In this investigation, the like product determination involve~ aspects of
both vertical product differentiation (in that staple, pulp, and nonwovens are
articles produced from yarn) and horizontal product differentiation (in that
yarn, staple, _pulp, and nonwovens are all end products sold at the same level
of commerce) . With respect to vertical product differentiation, in prior
investigations the Commission has used a "semifinished product" analysis, in
which it has examined the following factors: (1) the necessity for, and the
costs of, further processing; (2) the degree of interchangeability of articles
at the different stages of production; (3) whether the article at an earlier
stage of production is dedicated to use in the finished article; (4) whether
there are significant independent uses or markets for the finished and
unfinished articles; and (5) whether the article at an earlier stage of
production embodies or imparts to the finished article an essential
characteristic or funct.ion. The parties are invited to address whether the
semifinished analysis should be applied to the definition of the like product
in any final investigation in this proceeding.
14
Commissioner Rohr not.es that because this investigation invc;>lves both
vertical· and horizontal product differentiation, the parties are urged to
address both aspects should this matter return to the Commissi9n for a final
investigation. He further notes that, with respect to the vertical product
issues, he has recently expressed his dissatisfaction with the Commission's
so-called semifinished products analysis, which he feels has been
inconsistently applied over the years. He also urges the parti~s to address
the issue of alternatives to the traditional analysis in any final
investigation.
15
DuPont Post-conference Brief at 8.
13

8

that a finding of four separate like products is warranted· by differences in
physical characteristics, the lack of

interchang~~ility

different forms of aramid fiber, and the alleged

in end uses for the

ex~~tence

of different

manufact~ring faciiities and production employees f9r those products. 16

In this preliminary investigation, we determine that all PPD-T aramid
fiber is a single like product.

As explained below, we determine that the

generally similar physical characteristics,

regar~less

of end use, of PPD-T

aramid fiber, U.S. producer and consumer perceptions, and common U.S.
production processes and channels of distribution, all indicate that PPD-T
aramid fiber is a single like product without the clear dividing lines between
multiple products proposed by Respondents. 17
1. Physical characteristics.

As staple, pulp, and nonwovens are

processed from yarn (or in the case of nonwovens, from yarn and staple), they
share the same chemical composition and physical characteristics as yarn.
The various forms of aramid fiber have been developed for specific end uses.
The additional.physical properties required for certain end uses, not
16

Respondents' Post-conference Brief at 5-11.
Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford also find one like product
for the purpose of this preliminary investigation. Since aramid fiber staple,
pulp, and nonwovens are further processed from aramid fiber yarn, however,
they do not believe the traditional analysis is appropriate. Rather, they
have tried to determine whether subject imports have disparate effects on
different segments of the industry. Unfortunately, until very late in this
preliminary investigation, there was no evidence of any domestic producer of
these products other than DuPont. At this point, it appears that there are
some other domestic producers of aramid fiber staple, pulp, and nonwovens.
The Commission does not know, however, if they are completely independent from
DuPont. In a final investigation Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner
Crawford· will revisit the like product issue. They are interested in finding
out more about these other producers and their relationships with DuPont and
Akzo. In addition, they would like parties to submit a more complete analysis
of the °like product determination for semifinished and finished products,
including additional information regarding the extent of independent uses and
markets for aramid fiber, staple, pulp and nonwovens.
17

9

satisfied'by ararnid yarn, ·are imparted during the further processing necessary
to produce staple, pulp, and rionwoven~. 18

All of the particularized types of

ararnid fiber, however, are engineered to permit various manufacturers to
incorporate the essential characteristics common to all ararnid fiber into
their finished produ'cts. 19
2. Interchangeability.

The different forms of PPD-T ararnid fiber are

not interchangeable in specific end uses to any substantial degree. 20

This is

a result of the specific manufacturing requirements of the end users which
require that the fiber be provided in a form that is most suitable to their
particular use and/or manufacturing process.
3. Customer and producer perceptions.

The limited information on

customer perceptions comes primarily from statements provided by purchasers
who were contacted regarding allegations of lost sales and lost revenues.
These customers offered their views as to the advantages and disadvantages of
PPD-T ararnid fiber generally vis-a-vis other types of fiber as opposed to the
re la ti ve substitutability of 'one form of PPD-T ararnid fiber for ~other. 21
18

For example, pulp consists of filament yarn that is .cut and then.
fibrillated to increase surface are.a and increase its dispersion properties.
This processing allows the ararnid fiber to be us.ed in products such as brake
components where it is necessary .to blend the fiber with other materials~
19
DuPont' Post·-~conference Brief at l0-11.
20
The Commission previously has considered similar interchangeability issues
in cases involving other chemical products. For example, in Polyethylene
Terephthalate Film,' Sheet. and Strip from Japan and the Republic of Korea,
Inv. Nos. 73'1-TA-458 and 459 (F1nal), USITC Pub. 2383 (May 1991), the
Commission.considered an industry that produced a multitude of different film
types that were similar with respect to the basic production process and
inherent physical characteristics, but which because of the distinct demands
of specific end uses were manufactured with many different finishes and
coatings as well as in different thicknesses. The Commission found that such
variations did not create sufficient differences to justify finding more than
a single like product. The Commission reached a similar conclusion in
Granular Polytetrafluorethylene Resin from Italy and Japan, Inv. Nos. 731-TA385 and 386 (Final), USITC Pub. 2112 (August 1988).
21
Report at I-32 through I-36.
10

Petitioner, which is the only domestic producer of PPD-T aramid filament yarn
and the exclusive source of domestically manufactured.pulp and staple fiber,
'considers its overall operations involving

PPD~T

aramid fiber to constitute

the production of a single like product. 22
4. Production processes, facilities, and employees.

Most of the

manufacturing facilities and production employees are common to the production
of all four types of PPD-T aramid fiber.

Nonetheless, additional processing

equipment and personnel are required to produce staple, pulp, and nonwovens.
The domestic industry indicates that the cost of such further processing is
small in comparison to the cost of manufacturing the aramid yarn. 23
5. Channels of distribution.

Yarn, staple, and pulp are sold in the

same distribution channels, with end users purchasing directly from the
manufacturer all of the aramid fiber that is sold by the domestic industry, 24
There are no distributors or wholesalers.
6. Price.

Prices of PPD-T aramid fiber generally have been based on

their value in a particular end use.

Therefore, the same form

may be sold to different customers at widely varying prices. 25

of.~ramid

fiber

As a result,

the pricing.data in this investigation do not provide a meaningful .indi~ator
of whether there is a single like product and the Commission has n9t relied on
industry pricing for the purposes of its like product finding.
We determine in this preliminary investigation that all forms of PPDT aramid fiber constitute a single like product.

In any final investigation,

however, we will revisit the issue.

22
23

24

25

DuPont's Petition at 14-15.
Conference Transcript at 43-44.
Report at I-15.
Report at I-27 to I-28.

DuPont Post-conference brief at 13-14.
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III.

DOMESTIC INDUSTRY
The principal question in defining the domestic industry is whether

the domestic operations of several companies that process yarn into pulp and
staple fiber on a contractual basis for DuPont conduct production activities
that are sufficient to make them part of the domestic industry. 26

It has

been the general practice of the Commission to include all domestic
production, whether toll produced, captively consumed, or sold in the open
market, in establishing the scope of the domestic industry; 27
In deciding whether a particular firm is a domestic producer, the
Commission examines the overall nature of a firm's production-related
activities, including the source and extent of its capital investment,
technical expertise in production activities, value added, employment,
quantity and type of domestically sourced parts, and other costs and
activities in the United States directly leading to the production of the like
prodtict. 28

.

No single factor is dispositive, and the decision whether to

include a producer in the domestic industry is made on a case-by-case basis. 29
26

DuPont manufactures yarn in its Richmond, Virginia facility. Staple
and pulp sold by DuPont are manufactured for it by a number of independently
owned companies that process DuPont yarn under contract. The extent of
DuPont's dependence on outside contractors for processing of staple and pulp
did not become evident until the staff conference. We ~ill seek more
information concerning the operations of the contractors in any final
investigation.
27
See Shop Towels from Bangladesh, Inv. No. 731-TA-514 (Final), USITC Pub.
2487 (Feb. 1992) (tolling); DRAMs of One Megabit and Above From the Republic
of Korea, Inv. No. 731-TA-556 (Final), USITC Pub. 2629 at 13-16 (May 1993).
28
See, ~' Certain Carbon Steel Butt-Weld Pipe Fittings from China and
Thailand, Inv. Nos. 731-TA-520 and 521 (Final), USITC Pub. 2527 at 6, n.16
(June 1992) .
Commission practice has not established a specific level of
U.S. value added, or product finished value, required to qualify as a domestic
producer.
29
In considering the foregoing factors, it is important to recognize that the
criteria normally have been applied in situations where the Commission is
seeking to determine whether a domestic processor of imported materials should
be included in the domestic industry.
12

Applying the above-referenced criteria in the instant investigation is
made difficult by the absence of data regarding many of the factors that the
Commission considers to be relevant.

For example, there is no information on

the record concerning employment levels, production costs, or profitability at
the companies processing staple and pulp under contract to DuPont. 30
Petitioner has supplied data regarding the relative value added by the
contractors.
substantial. 31

In the case of staple and pulp, the value added may be fairly
Much of the technical expertise required in the manufacturing

process appears to be provided by DuPont employees assigned to these
contractors. 32
Based on the information now available and for purposes of this
preliminary determination, we find that the contractors that process yarn into
staple fiber and pulp possess sufficient production-related activities to form
.
. d ustry. 33
part o f t h e d omestic
in

34

Therefore, in light of our like product

determination and the foregoing discussion, we find that there is a single
domestic industry comprised of domestic producers of all forms of PPD-T aramid
fiber, which include yarn, staple, pulp, and nonwovens.

We intend to examine

this issue further in any final investigation.

30

Although data concerning these producers was sought after the staff
conference, once it was revealed that DuPont contracted out its processing of
staple and pulp, only incomplete responses containing shipment data were
received.
31
DuPont Post-conference Brief at 14.
32
DuPont Post-conference Brief at 18.
33
We note that whether the contractors are included in the industry or not
does not alter the industry data in this preliminary investigation given the
limited industry information provided by them.
34
Chairman Newquist detirmines, for purposes of this preliminary
investigation, that these contractors are not producers and, accordingly, are
not part of the domestic industry.
13

IV.

CONDITION OF THE INDUSTRY
When determining whether there is material injury to a domestic industry

by reason of the LTFV imports, the Commission considers all relevant economic

factors that have a bearing on the state of the industry in the United States.
These factors include output, sales, inventories, capacity utilization, market
share, employment, ·wages, productivity, profits, cash.flow, return on
investment, ability to raise capital, and research and development.

No single

factor is determinative, and the Commission considers all relevant factors
"within the context of the business cycle and conditions of competition·that
are distinctive to the affected industry. 1135

Much of our analysis of the

foregoing factors is provided in general terms.

This is done to protect the

confidentiality of the underlying data, given that one producer accounts,
directly or indirectly, for virtually all of domestic production and sales of
the like product.
One condition of competition relevant to this industry is the decline in
purchases of military related goods by the U.S. Department of Defense.
Purchases of helmets and other protective apparel fashioned from PPD-T aramid
fiber have declined permanently according to the domestic industry. 36

In

addition, other fibers such as polyester, glass, and acrylic, may be
supplanting PPD-T aramid fiber in certain end use markets. 37

A final

condition of competition is the expiration of DuPont's patents relating to
35

19 U.S.C. § 1677 (7) (C) (iii).
DuPont Post-conference Brief at 22.
37
Report at I-8. The lower price of some of the alternative fiber products
may be an independent source of pressure on the price of PPD-T aramid fiber.
The Commission intends to develop additional information on the effect of such
inter-fiber competition in any final investigation.
Neither the petitioner nor the respondents suggested that the like product
should be expanded to include non-aramid fiber products that to a certain
degree compete with aramid fiber for specific end uses.
36
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PPD-T aramid fiber in March 1992.

Patent protection strengthened ·its market

position in the United States :a.nd afforded DuPont a significant amount of
freedom with respect to pricing strategy.

DuPont· adopted and has maintained

a

"value in use" pricing methodology which establishes a different price for the
same form of aramid fiber depending on the specific end use in which it is
consumed.

We have examined the various indicators of the ·domestic industry's

performance in light of these conditions of competition. 38
Apparent U.S. consumption of PPD-T aramid fiber decreased during 19901991 and again from 1991 to 1992; interim 1993 (January-March) consumption was
higher than for the same period in 1992. 39
Domestic production increased from 1990 to 1991 and then decreased in
1992 to levels below those prevailing in 1990. 40

During interim 1993,

domestic production increased as compared to interim 1992.

Average-of-period

capacity to produce PPD-T aramid fiber increased overall from 1990 to 1992 and
remained static when comparing interim periods·. 41

Capacity utilization

increased from 1990-1991, but then decreased in 1992 to the lowest level
during the period of investigation.

Interim 1993 capacity utilization was

somewhat higher than in the comparable 1992 period.
The domestic industry's U.S. shipments declined, when measured on a
volume basis, throughout the period of investigation, including the interim
periods. 42

The average unit value of the domestic industry's U.S. shipments

38

Even after the expiration of the pat"ents, no domestic comped.tor (or
competitor other than Akzo) entered the U.S. market for PPD-T aramid
fibers. Competing products from the Netherlands began to enter the United
States in 1988 under a licensing agreement with DuPont.
39
Report, Table 2, at I-16.
40
Report, Table 4, at I-17.
41 Id.
42
Report, Table 5, at I-18.
fo~eign
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increased from 1990 to 1991, but then declined in 1992 and continued to fall
between the interim periods. 43

U.S. producer exports of PPD-T aramid fiber

declined overall from 1990 to 1992, but then increased between interim 1992
and interim 1993. 44
The domestic industry's end-of-period .inventories of PPD-T aramid fiber
increased from 1990 to 1991 and then declined both between 1991 and 1992 and
during the interim periods of 1992 and 1993.

End-of-period inventories in

relation to production fluctuated during the period of investigation with the
highest level occurring in 1991. 45
The average number of production and related workers producing·PPD-T
aramid fiber declined in each year of the .investigatory period and continued
to decline between interim periods in 1992 and 1993. 46

The hours worked also

declined during each year from 1990 to 1992, and continued to decline between
interim periods. 47
Net sales, measured on a value basis, declined from 1990 to 1991 and
again from 1991 to 1992.
1992 and 1993.

The decline continued between interim periods in

The volume of net sales by the domestic industry followed the

same pattern of decline throughout the investigatory period. 48

The shrinking

sales volume resulted in a contraction in gross profits, operating income, and

43

Report, Table 5, at I-18.
Id. Petitioner manufactures PPD-T aramid filament yarn in Northern Ireland
and in Japan from U.S.-produced PPD-T polymer. The decline in exports of PPDT aramid fiber is in part explained by DuPont's decision to source sales
outside of the United States to some extent from offshore production sites.
DuPont Post-conference Brief at 6-7. The impact of that decision, if any, on
the financial performance of the domestic industry will be further examined in
any final investigation by the Commission.
45
Report, Table 6, at I-18.
46
Report, Table 7, at I-19.
47
Id.
48
Report, Table 8, at I-20.
44
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net income for the domestic industry in 1991-1992, after a small increase in
net income from 1990 to 1991. 49

End of the period net income was well below

that obtained by the industry in 1990.

The downward trend in profitability

continued between the interim periods. 50
Capital investment by the domestic industry has declined throughout the
period of investigation.

The only exception to the downward trend in

investment was the increase that occurred from interim.1992 to interim 1993. 51
Research and development expenditures by the domestic industry increased
irregularly during the period of investigation with the exception of the
interim periods, where research and development expenses declined. 52

V.

53

REASONABLE INDICATION OF MATERIAL INJURY BY REASON OF ALLEGED LTFV
IMPORTS
In making a preliminary determination in an antidumping investigation,

the Commission is to determine whether there is a reasonable indication that
an industry in the United States is materially injured "by reason of" the
.
.
.
.
54
imports
un d er investigation.

The Commission must consider the volume of

imports,_their effect on prices for the like product, and their impact on
domestic producers of the like product, but only in the context of U.S.
.
.
pr.od uction
operations
. 55

Although the Commission may consider causes of

injury other than the LTFV imports, it is not to weigh causes. 56
49

57

58

For the

Report, Table 8, at I-20.
Id.
51
Report at I-21.
52 Id.
53
Based upon the foregoing, Chairman Newquist and Commissioner Rohr determine
that the domestic aramid fiber industry is currently experiencing material
injury.
54
19 u.s.c. § 1673b(a).
5
~ Id. § 1677 (7) (B) (i) .
5
~ See, ~' Citrosuco Paulista. S.A. v. United States, 704 F.Supp. at 1101.
Chairman Newquist, Commissioner Rohr and Commissioner Nuzum further note
that the Commission need not determine that imports are "the principal, a
substantial or a significant cause of material injury." S. Rep. No. 249, at
57, 74. Rather, a finding that imports are a cause of material injury is
(continued ... )
50
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reasons discussed below, we find that there is a reasonable indication that
the domestic PPD-T aramid fiber industry is materially injured by ·reason of
alleged LTFV imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands.
Shipments of the subject imported merchandise increased in each segment
56

( ••• continued)
sufficient. See, ~' Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United States, 728 F.
Supp. 730, 741 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1989); Citrusoco Paulista. S.A. v. United
States, 704 F. Supp. at 1101.
57
Vice Chairman Watson notes that the courts have interpreted the statutory
requirement that the Commission consider whether there is material injury "by
reason of" the subject imports in a number of different ways. Compare United
States Engineering & Forging v. United States, 779 F.· Supp. 1375, 1391 (Ct.
Int'l Trade 1991) (" [I]t must determine whether unfairly-traded imports are
contributing to such injury to the domestic indus.try ... Such imports,
therefore, need not be the only cause of harm to the domestic .
industry") (citations omitted) with Metallverken Nederland B.V. v. United
States, 728 F.Supp. at 741 (affirming a determination by two Commissioners
that "the imports were a cause of material injury") and USX Coro. v. United
States, 682 F. Supp. 69, 67 (Ct. Int'l Trade 1988) ("any causation analysis
must have at its core the issue of whether the imports at issue cause, in a
non de minimis manner, the material injury to the industry").
Accordingly, Vice Chairman Watson has determined to adhere to the standard
articulated by Congress, in the legislative history of the pertinent
provisions, which states that "the Commission must satisfy itself that, in
light of all the information presented, ·there is a sufficient causal link
between the less-than-fair-value imports and the requisite injury." S. Rep.
No. 249, at 75.
·
58
Commissioner Crawford and Brunsdale note that the statute requires that the
Commission determine whether a domestic industry is "materially injured by
reason of" the allegedly LTFV imports. They find that the clear meaning of
the statute is to require a determination on whether the domestic industry is
materially injured by reason of LTFV imports, not by reason of LTFV imports
among other things. Many, ·if not most domestic industries, are subject to
injury from more than one economic factor. Of these factors, there may be
more than one that independently is causing material injury to the domestic
industry. It is assumed in the legislative history that the "ITC will
consider information which indicates that harm is caused by factors other than
less-than-fair-value imports." Id. However, the legislative history makes it
clear that the Commission is not to weigh or prioritize the factors that are
independently causing material injury. Id. at 74; H.R: Rep. No. 317, 96th
Cong., 1st Sess. 46-47 (1979). The Commission is not to determine if the
allegedly LTFV imports are "the principal, a substantial or a significant
cause of material injury." S. Rep. No. 249 at 74. Rather, it is to determine
whether any injury "by reason of" the alleged LTFV imports is material. That
is, the Commission must determine if the subject imports are causing material
injury to the domestic industry. "When determining the effect of imports on
the domestic industry, the Commission must consider all relevant factors that
can demonstrate if unfairly traded imports are materially injuring the
domestic industry." S. Rep. No. 71, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. 116
(1987) (emphasis added) .
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of the investigatory
period,. including
an . increase
between the 1992
and ·..1993
·.
.
.
. ..
.
.
Import volume from ~he Ne_t.herlands increased significantly

interim periods. 59

during 1990-1991 and 1991-1992, but declined in interim 1993 as . compared to
~;,

~

interim
1992. 60
.
...:

The market share obtained
by the subject merchandise,
.
.
.

-

\

'

:

...

~

'

moreover, is substantial on an absolute basis·.

~ubject imp~rts

.as a share of

apparent U.S. consumption also increased significantly in 1991 and again in
1992, increasing as wel_l between interim periods in
by

19~2

and 1993 as shipments

the domestic industry contracted and total apparent U.S. consumption

declined. 61

We find the .volume ~f the subject imports to be sign;ficant,
.

-

'

particularly. in view of the . . fact that the sW?ject
share of apparen.t
·.
. imports'
'
'

U.S. consumption

~

increas~d substantial~y

throughout the period 9f

investigation, while the market share of the U.S. industry declined
62
commensurately.
.
..

The subject
like product.

imp~~ts

also are having an effect on prices for the domesti,c

According to_purchaser comments, domestic. industry prices had.

been rising steadily prior to the
U.S. market. 63

~~tr~d~ction

of subject imports into the

Many_ of t,hese purchasers stated ~hat they bought. the s_ubject.

imports because of their lower price. 64

In othe_r .instances, purch8:sers sii,nply

stated that they desired to foster competition or secure a second source of
supply.
Substitutabiiity.between the domestic'like prOduct and subj~ct imp9rt~

Report·, 'Table 2~ at I-16.
~~port~ Table 14, at I~26. The volWne of shipments and.the import :qu~tity
rep(i.rted by Respondents for speCific ti,me periods sometimes were different.
Resl5ondent.s suggested .that thes_e· differences :were ~ttributable to different
internal r·eporting schedules and inventories.
61
Report, Table 15, at I-27. . .
_
.
62
Minimal quantities of non-sUbject imports from the petitioner's production
facility in.Ireland ~ere included separately-'in t~tal apparen,t domestic
consumpt~on · during the period of ·invest.igation. _
63
Report at·I-32 to I;36.
64 Id.
59

60
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is a factor we considered in assessing the price effects in this preliminary
investigation.

The more substitutable the alleged LTFV imports are with the

domestic like product; the more likely consumers will base their purchasing
decisions on price differences between the products.

Customers purchasing

PPD-T aramid fiber perceived the domestic and imported products to be highly
substitutable, although qualifying tests lasting between six months and two
years and involving substantial expense are normally required to introduce a
product into a new customer's manufacturing operations. 65

66

The Commission also collected price data for products comprising a
majority of the domestic shipments by both the domestic industr}r and the Dutch
manufacturer, respectively. 67

Although these price comparisons revealed that

in most instances the imported product undersold the comparable domestic
product, we did not base our determination on these data due to their limited
probative value. 68

Instead, we relied principally on purchasers' statements

indicating that the lower price of the imports was an important factor in
their buying decisions.

We note, however, that the trends reflected in the

pricing data received in the producer and importer questionnaire responses
confirm the purchasers' statements. 69

70

65

Report at I-32 to I-36.
Commissioner Rohr does not believe that substitutability is an independent
criterion for determining causation. He does not join in this discussion.
67
Report at I-30.
68
Report, Table 17, at I-30 and I-29-I-30. In this preliminary
investigation, the Commission found that the pricing trends reflected in data
contained in industry and importer questionnaire responses were not meaningful
because individual forms of aramid fiber are priced based on end use value.
Therefore, price increases or declines in particular periods may reflect not
only pressure from imports of the subject merchandise, but also the particular
end uses for which the particular article was sold in a given instance or
specific time period.
69
Report, Table 17, at I-30 and I-29 to I-32.
7
Commissioner Rohr notes that the statistical pricing data gathered by the
Commission is of limited value in his evaluation of this industry and he does
not rely on it. He notes that because of val~e-in-use pricing employed by Du
Pont, price comparisons, which are based .on sales to different customers and
(continued ... )
66

°
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Based on the foregoing, we find . that underselling
by the subject imports
.
is significant. 71

We determine in this preliminary investigation that there

is..... a reasonable indication that the subject imports suppressed prices for the
,}

like product. 72

73

Additionally, the Commission confirmed a number of lost sales to the
subject imports. 74

Many purchasers indicated that they purchased the subject

imports because of their lower price and, in some instances, a desire for an
alternative source of supply, particularly when that source could be locked
into a lower price for a fixed time commitment. 75

70

( ••• continued)
therefore not necessarily the same use, are inherently suspect. Similarly
even with regard to trends, a valid trend line cannot be established because
the sales reported in each quarter may be to different customers with
different "values-in-use."
71
Commissioner Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford do not rely on the
underselling data in this case. Since, as noted above, the same product is
sold to different end users at different prices, it may be particularly
misleading to compare the largest sale of each manufacturer for each period.
72
In examining price effects in this investigation, Commissioner Rohr relies
on the investigation of individual purchases conducted in the context of our
review of lost sales and lost revenue allegations. He notes that price and
price terms were major factors in most cases. When Akzo's lower price was not
directly at issue, its willingness to offer longer term commitments than Du
Pont, or the desire of purchasers to foster "competition" in the aramid fiber
market were frequently cited as reasons for purchases of the allegedly dumped
product. Such reasons support an affirmative finding as much as do direct
evidence of underselling. Commission Rohr bases his affirmative causation
finding on the volume effects of the allegedly dumped imports and the price
effects noted in the lost sales and lost revenue allegations.
73
Commission Brunsdale and Commissioner Crawford note that the alleged
dumping margin in this case is 43 percent. Thus, if imports were fairly
traded, they would be priced significantly higher. Since subject imports and
the domestic like product appear to be good substitutes, and fairly traded
imports are insignificant, it is likely that sales of the domestic like
product would increase. In addition, since the domestic producer is the only
other producer of aramid fiber, it is likely that it could raise the price of
the like product, absent competition from Akzo. In the final investigation,
they would like more information on substitutes for aramid fiber that could ·
have a price disciplining effect on the market.
74
Report at I-36. The lost sales and lost revenue allegations received in
the preliminary investigation represented more than 20 percent of domestic
sales.
75
Report at I - 3 6 .
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CONCLUSION
The information of record in this preliminary investigation -particularly the significaJ.lt volume of imports, the significant and increasing
snare of apparent domestic consumption held by the subject imports, and the
price suppressing effect of those imports, in light of the decline in the
domestic industry's performance during

th~

period examined -- establishes

a

reasonable indication that the domestic industry producing PPD-T aramid fiber
is materially injured by

r~ason

of the subject imports from the Netherlands.
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INFORMATION OBTAINED IN THE INVESTIGATION

I-3
INTRODUCTION
~~!
2, 1993,
<ias filed
with·
the U.S.. International
·Trade
. , : ) On July
.
- . . a petition
:
_,..
.
. .
'
C6Iilmission (Commission) and the."U. S. Dep·artment of Commerce (Commerce) by
cd'{insel on behalf of E. l. Du Pont de' N~mours ·&Co. (DuPont), Wilmington, DE,
aiieging that an ··industry tn ·the United States is being materialiy injured and
is threatened with further mate.rial injury by reason of imports from the
Netherlands of aramid fiber formed of poly para-phenylene terephthalamide
(PPD-T'aramid.fiber) 1 that ·is allegedly sold in the United States at less than
fair value (LTFV)". Accordingly, effective ·July. 2, 1993, the Commi'ssion · ·
instituted antidumping investigation No. 731-TA-652 (Preliminary) under
section 733(a)· of 'the Tariff Act of 1930 to determine whether there. is a
reasonable indication that an industry in the United States is materfally
injured or threatened with material· injury' or the establishment o'f an
industry in the Unfted States is materially r~tar'deci, by reason of imports of
such mer~handise ·into the United States.

Notice of the institution of this investigation was posted in.the "Office
of the Secretary, U.S. International Trade ·commission, Washington, DC, and
published in the Federal Register of July 12, 1993 (58 F.R. 37503). Commerce
publi-shed its notice of init;iat.ion in' the Federal Register of July 29, 1993
(58 F.R. 40623). Copies of the· Commission's and Commerce's Federal Register
notices are pres_ented in' appendj.x A:
.
The Commission held a public '.conference. in Washington·, DC, on
July 23, 1993, at·which time ail interested parties were allowed to.present
information and data for consideration by the Commission. A list of the
parti.ciparits in the. conference i:s presented 'in 'appendix B. The Com':mission
voted on this investigation on August ll, 1993. The statute directs the
Commission -to make its preliminary determination'within 45.days after receipt
of the petition, ·or in this· investigation by_ Augu~t 16, 199_3.
PRODUCT HISTORY
In the mid-1960s, research scientists employed by DuPont began work on
aromatic polyamides that would later lead to the current formulation of PPD-T
aramid fiber. In the early 1970s, DuPont pioneered the development and
production of this product under. the registere~ trademark Kevlar® at its
Spruance facility near Richmond, _vA. DuPont's commercial production of
Kevlar® began in 1973 and, to d.~te, DuPont is the only producer of this fiber
in the United States.
-

1

The imported merchandise which is .the subject of Commerce's investigation
is all forms of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands. This includes PPD-T
aramid fiber imported in the form of filament yarn, staple, pulp (wet or dry),
nonwovens, chopped fiber, and floe. The subject product is provided for in
subheadings 5402 .10 :·30; 5402'. 32. 30' 5503. io. 00' ~nd '5601. 30. 00 of the .
Harmonized ~ariff Schedule of_ the United States (HTS). Alt~ough the HTS
numbers·are provided for convenience and customs purposes, the written
description of the scope of the investigation is dispositive.

I-4

Following DuPont's initial discovery, Akzo N.V. (Akzo), a Netherlands
corporation, began aromatic polyamide development, establi$hing a pilot plant
to produce a PPD-T aramid fiber. In 1983, Enka B.V. (Enka), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of Akzo, and N.V. Noordelijke Ontwikkelingsmaatschappi (NOM), a
development company of the Dutch government, entered into an agreement to
establish a joint veriture for the commercial production of PPb-T aramid fiber.
The joint venture, Aramide Maatschappij V.O.F. (Aramide), began commercial
production of PPD-T aramid fiber under the registered trademark Twaron® in
1987 and began selling the product commercially in the United States in 1988.
The 1980s were marked by a legal war over PPD-T aramid fiber process
patents held by DuPont and Akzo. Although DuPont held the basic patent for
PPD-T aramid fiber, the company's original production process used a solvent
that was found to be carcinogenic in laboratory tests. DuPont then switched
to a solvent used in the PPD-T production process under which Akzo held a
patent, contending· that Akzo's patent was invalid because it was based on
"prior art" patented by DuPont. DuPont also argued that Akzo had infringed on
DuPont's basic patent for the spinning process.
Numerous legal battles concerning patents held by DuPont and Akzo ensued
not only in the United States and the Netherlands, but also in several other
industrialized couniries, including the United Kingdom, France, Japan, and
West Germany. In many of these countries, the outcome was a ban against one
or the other company's product. In addition, initial rulings in a few cases
were later reversed in favor of the other company's product.
A resolution to the worldwide patent struggle was reached by DuPont and
Akzo through a cross-licensing agreement, finalized on May 10, 1988. This
agreement allowed li~ited amounts of Akzo's Twaron® to be exported to the
United States from May 1988 to March 1992 2 in exchange for royalty payments
and access to Akzo•s patents elsewhere. 3 The amounts of Twaron® allowed to
enter the United States for sale under the cross-licensing agreement 4 are
presented in the following tabulation (in metric tons):
Period
May 10,
Jan. 1,
Jan. l,
Jan. l,
Jan. 1,

2

Quantity
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

to
to
to
to
to

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.

31,
31,
31,
31,

1988 .....
1989 .....
1990 .....
1991 .....
4, 1992 ......

***
***
***
***
***

The last of DuPont's patents concerning PPD-T aramid fiber expired on
Mar. 4, 1992.
3 Transcript of the conference, p. 92, and respondents' postconference
brief, app. A, exh. 1.
4

***
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RELATED COMMISSION INVESTIGATION
.
On May 14, 1984, the Commission instituted investigation No. 337-TA-194
tc?dete!min-e whether there. was. a violat.~on ~£"'subsection (a) ·of section 337 of
the Tad.ff Act of 193.0 (19 u.s.c.· 1337 ·and 19 u.s.c·. 1337(a)),· regarding the
unlawful importation ~f certain aramid fiber into th.e United States or its
saie, by reason of aqeged.producti~n- of such.fiber overseas by means of a
:process allegedly covered by the claims of a U.S. patent, 5 the effect or
'tendency of which is to destroy or'substantially ·injure an industry
efficiently and economicaily operated: in the. United States. 6 The complaint,
filed by DuPont, named the following respondents: Akzo, Enka, and Aramide,
all of the Netherlands,, and Akzona, Inc. , o_f Asheville, NC. The Commission
found a violation of sect1on'337 and
iimited exclusion order was issued on
November 25·, 1985, 7 prohibiting th~ unlicensed importation of certain aramid
fib'er in the form of fiber,. yarn, 'pulp, 'staple; ·chopped fiber, paper, felt, or
fabric, manufactured abrC?ad by th'e na~ed re·spondents or any of their
. affiliated companies .patents subs1diaries lic"ensees ·or other related
·business entities, or their successors. or as~ignees . 8 ·

a

I

I

I

I

THE PRODUCT
Description
· · Aramid fibeF formed o~ PPD-T i~ a high-performance synthetic fiber.
Special character.ist_ics include high_ strength, high modulus (resists
deformati.on by S~retching), high thermal. stability I fire resistance I and
. chemical resi_stance. PPD-T aramid f~ber.. is dfstinguished from other fibers by
'... its chemtcal composition, specific properties, method of production, and range
of end uses.·
·
·
.

..

PPD-T aramid fiber may be produce_d i:n a variety of forms including
filament yarn,_staple, pulp, floe, and chopped r'iber. PPD-T aramid filament
yarn· and staple.may be further processed into. nonw9ven fabric, and floe_ and
pulp may be processed into PPD-T paper.
PPD-T aramid filament yarn, which may consist of one continuous filament
or multiple filaments grouped together, is used in ra~ial tires, advanced
composites, ropes and cables, and fiber.optics. It is offered in standard,

5

The process, entitled "Dry-Je.t Wet Spinning. Process," is used in the
production of .PPD-T aramid fiber. The U.S. p?tent on the process (U.S.
Letters Patent 3,767,756), issued on Oct. 23, 1973, to inventor Herbert Blades
and assigned to DuPont, expired on Oct. 23, 1990.
6
49 F.R. 21806, May 23, 1984.
7 The procedures used by the Conunission formed the basis for a General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) challenge. The GATT council, on Nov. 7,
. 1989, .f~mnd certain aspects of the statute to. be inconsistent with the GATT,
··and the United· States agreed to bring th~ s,ta_tute ·into compliance.
Respondents~ postconference brief, app._A,_p. 2.
8
59 ~.R .. 49776, Dec.: 4, 1985. U.S. International Trade Commission, In the
Matter of Certain Aramid Fiber (inv. No. 337-TA-194), USITC Pub.· 1824, March
1986.
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intermediate, and high-modulus ranges. Staple fibers are precision-cut short
fibers, which typically range from approximately 3/4 inch to 6 inches in
length. Staple fibers may be processed into spun yarns used in apparel and
textile products or into nonwoven fabrics used for insula~ion in protective
clothing. Floe fibers are precision-cut short fibers, which typically range
from approximately 1/25 inch to 1/4 inch in.length. Floe is used in PPD-T
paper and a wide variety of reinforcement resin systems. Chopped fiber is
filament yarn that has been randomly cut in 1/4-inch td 1/2-inch lengths and
is used in friction materials, rubber goods, and composites. Pulp is a highly
fibrillated form of the fiber and is used in brakes and gaskets as a
replacement for asbestos a~din specialty composites.
PPD-T aramid fibers are produced in commercial quantities under the
trademark Kevlar® by DuPont in the United States, Ireland, and Japan and under
the trademark Twaron® by Akzo in the Netherlands. Kevlar® and Twaron® are
produced using similat;" technology, possess· simila.r properties· and
characteristics, and are interchangeable in most end uses for which they are
qualified. 9 Both producers offer PPD-T aramid fiber in filament yarn, staple,
floe, and pulp forms; 10 offer standard, intermediate, and ~igh-modulus
filament yarns; and provide· similar fiber finishes.
Uses
Compared to other synthetic fibers such as polyester and nylon, the
market for PPD-T aramid fiber is small and limited to a small number of
specialty end-use products. Because PPD-T aramid fiber is a highlyspecialized product, large investments in time and money are necessary to
develop new applications. Also, the high cost of PPD-T atamid fiber, relative
to other fibers and materials, tends to limit the use of this fiber.
Major end-use markets for PPD-T aramid fiber in the United States
include gaskets and friction materials, ropes and cables, rubber reinforcement
(tires, belts, and hoses), advanced composites, and ballistic-protection
apparel (military and civilian) (figure 1).
Figure 1
PPD-T aramid fiber:

*

U.S. consumption, by end uses, 1992

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

9

In response to a question in the Commission's questionnaire, namely "Are
the U.S.-produced and imported product from the Netherlands used
interchangeably?", DuPont checked*** and Akzo checked***·
10
Akzo does not produce nonwoven PPD-T aramid fabric or PPD-T paper.
Transcript of the conference, p. 106.
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The gasket and friction materials market has over the years been a major
growth area for PPD~T aramid fiber with the· development of pulp as a
replacement for asbestos.· Pulp. is also used in place of fumed silica and
asbestos for viscosity control and reinforcement of adhesives and sealants.
In the tire market, PPD-T aramid filament yarn is used mainly in radial
·tires. · Propertie's include good wear and strength, light weight, good thermal
stability, ·and reduced rolling resistance. However, PPD-T aramid fiber is a
minor contributor in the tire inarket. In·l992; PPD-T aramid fiber made up
less than 2 percent of.tire cord fabric shipments. Steel accounted for ·51
percent of U.S. tire cord fabric shipments while polyester, nylon; and rayon
accounted for 27, 20, and less than 1 percent, respectively. 11
In the rope and cable market, the use of PPD-T aramid filament yarn has
been limited to·niche applications, largely because of its high cost relative
to that of other materials, such as steel cable. In the offshore oil
industry, PPD-T aramid filament yarn is used in·mooring lines, pennant lines,
and riser tensioner cables "because of its resistance to chemicals and
corrosion. Because of their electrical neutrality, ropes and cables made of
PPD-T aramid filament yarn are used in radio antenna tower guys and on stays
on the electronic equipment masts on naval vessels. Light weight, resistance
tb stretch; and excellent dielectric properties make PPD-T aramid filament
yarn a good reinforcement material for above-ground fiber optic cables.
Advanced composites· ·are typically made up of a matrix resin .containing
60-70 percent by weight of a high-performance fiber such as carbon, highstrength ·fiberglass, or PPD-T aramid fiber . 12. · Composites incorporating PPD-T
aramid filament yarn ·and staple are used in the aircraft/aerospace, marine,
recreational, and·automotive industries; PPD~T aramid fibers may also be·used
in combination with carbon·or fiberglass fibers in hybrid composites, in order
to achieve a broad range of performance and cost options.
In the ballistics-protection market, PPD-Taramid filament yarn, staple,
and nonwoven fabrics are used to make bullet-resistant garments and helmets.
Other protective· apparel applic'ations include cut-resistant and temperatureresistant gloves, leg chaps for protection from- chain saw accidents, and steel
replacements in steel-toed· shoes. Nonprotective·fabric applications include
parachutes and sails. '
Both DuPont and Akzo produce similar products for the end uses listed.
However, in a few cases, one producer may offer a more specialized product for
a certain end use.·· For example; DuPont offers specialized forms of pulp that
allow fo_r better dispersion of the fiber in composite materials. 13 Akzo
U.S.· Bureau of the Cerisu·s, Current ·Industrial Reports--Broadwoven
Fabrics (Gray) (Washington: GPO, 1993), p. 13.
':;.·

11

12

In 1989, aramid fibers accounted for about 25 percent of the total fiber
usage for advanced composites. Carbon fibers accounted for almost 60 percent
of this market. James Weatherall and Carl Eckert, "Advanced Polymer
Composites Overview and Outlook," U.S. Bureau of Mines Information Circular
1990: Advanced Materials Outlook and Information Requirements (Washington,
DC: 1990), p. 30.
13 Petition, att. 1, and transcript of the conference, pp. ·23 and 61..
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offers a filament yarn with a special adhesive activation ftnish for use in
rubber goods 14 and a few other types of Twaron® which Akzo claims have special
characteristics comp~red with DuPont's product.
Although the physical properties of Kevlar® and Twaron® products are
basically the same, ~ubstitution of these products for each other is limited
in certain end-use applications because of qualification requirements. The
qualification process is expensive and can take 6 months to 2 years for a new
entrant in a previously•developed market. 15 Once qualified, a product is
considered interchangeable with other certified products of the same type of
fiber.
Substitute Products
Several products are used in the same end-use applications as PPD-T
aramid fiber (table 1). However, in many cases these products are not
directly competitive with PPD-T aramid fiber.
Use of certain products depends on the design of and the qualities
desired in the end product. For example, although the use of PPD-T aramid
fiber may make a superior product, a tire manufacturer may choose to use steel
because it provides adequate properties at a lower cost and because of the
strong image that steel projects among most tire customers.
There is considerable competition, however, among the high-performance
fibers such as carbon fiber; the ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene
fibers--Spectra® produced by Allied-Signal and Dyneema® produced by DSM and
Toyobo; S-glass, a high-strength fiberglass fiber made by Owens-Corning
Fiberglass; and Technora®, a para-aramid co-polymer fiber made by Teijin.
With the exception of carbon fibers, the use of PPD-T aramid fiber dominates
the market for high-performance fibers.
Each of these fibers has specific properties that make them suitable for
use in particular end-use applications. Spectra® and Dyneema® filament yarn
compete with PPD-T aramid filament yarn mainly in the ballistics-protection
apparel market. Technora® competes in the rubber reinforcement, ropes and
cables, and ballistic-protection apparel m~rkets. Carbon fiber and S-glass
are competitive in the advanced composite materials markets.
Most of the applications that incorporate PPD-T aramid fiber involve
highly-specialized products that have been engineered around the
characteristics of this fiber. To substitute another product would likely
involve redesigning the end product. The time and expense involved in
redesigning a product tends to impede the substitution of materials.

14

15

Transcript of the conference, p. 117.
Transcript of the conference, p. 113.

Table 1
PPD-T aramid fiber:

Major end-use applications and substitute products

End use

Form

Substitute oroducts

Gaskets and friction materials:
asbestos replacement in gaskets,
packings; and brake and clutch
linings

Pulp. (wet and dry)

Asbestos, acrylic pulp,·. carbon fibers,
fiberglass, and semi-metallics

Rubber reinforcement: radial
tires, radi~toi hoses, fan
belts, and conveyor belts

Standard~modulus

S~eel,

Ropes and cables: mooring lines;
anchor an~ pennant lines, deep~
sea cables, and load-bearing
cables on cranes and derricks

Standard-modulus
filament yarn

Steel, high-tenacity rayon, polyester,
nylon, fiberglass, and TechnoraGD

Advanced composite materials:
aircraft/aerospace, marine,
recreational, and automotive
industries

Staple and high-modulus
filament yarn

High-strength fiberglass and. carbon fibers

Ballistic protection: bulletresistant vests and helmets

Standard-modulus
filament yarn

Spectra®, Spectra shieldGD, DyneemaGD,
Technora~, fiberglass, and high-density
polyethylene

Source:

filament yarn

high-tenacity rayon, polyester,
nylon, gla.ss, fiberglass, NomexGD, and
Technora®

Compiled by the staff of the U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Production Process 16
Synthetic fiber, including PPD-T aramid fiber, is formed by a spinning17
process in which a polymer solution is extruded through the tiny holes of a
spinneret to form continuous filament yarn. The polymer may be produced "inline" with the spinning process or may·be produced in a separate process at a
different location. 18
Production of PPD-T polymer involves the low temperature
polycondensation of p-phenylenediamine (PPD) and terephthaloyl chloride (TCL)
in an amide-type solvent ·such as dimethyl acetamide, N-methylpyrrolidinone,
hexamethylphosphoric triamide, or tetramethylurea. 19 The polymer resulting
from this reaction is washed and filtered several times to remove the acid and
then dried.
In preparation for spinning, the PPD-T polymer is redi~solved in a
strong acid, such as sulfuric acid or chloro- or fluoro-sulfuric acid. A dryj et wet or air gap spinning method is used,, in which the polymer solution is
extruded from a spinneret located a fraction of an inch apove a coagulating
bath of dilute sulfuric acid. The filament yarn rapidly coagulates and
crystallizes, developing its full orientation and structure. After
coagulation, the filament yarn is pulled through a series of washing stages of
either water or dilute caustic to completely remove the acid and achieve a pHneutral filament yarn. T~e- filament yarn is then dried on steam-heated rolls.
At this time the physical tensile properties are substantially developed. Any
further changes in modulus or other physical tensile properties require the
application of substantial heat and tension, which may be done in an off-line
process. Depending on the. fiber's end .use, various finishes may be' applied to
the dried filament yarn before it is. wound onto a bobbin. 20
PPD-T aramid filament yarn is prOduced in three modulus ranges: standard
modulus (approximately 550 grams per denier), intermediate modulus.
(approximately 780 grams per denier), and high modulus (approximately 890
grams per denier). 21 The process described above produces a standard-modulus
16

For further description of the production process for PPD-T aramid
fiber, see U.S. Letters Patent No. 3,767,756 entitled "Dry-Jet Wet.Spinning
Process" issued Oct. 23, 1973.
17
The term "spinning" used here. is not to be confused with the textile
mill process in which spun yarn ~s processed from staple fiber such as cotton.
18
In the United States, DuPont produces PPD-T polymer and spins the fiber
at its plant in Richmond. In the Netherlands, Akzo produces PPD-T polymer at
its plant in Delfzij 1 and spins the fiber at its plant i.n Emmen.
19
"Aramid Fibers," Encyclopedia of Textiles. Fibers. ·and Nonwoven Fabrics,
ed., Martin Grayson (New York:· John Wiley & Sons, 1984). '
2
° Finishes are applied to the yarn to facilitate further processing of the
fiber in its end-use applications (e.g., adhesive finishes for rubber
reinforcement applications) and to increase properties of the fiber (e.g.,
increased abrasion resistance for cables and ropes).
21
Denier is a measure of the thickness of y~rn expressed as the weight in
grams of 9,000 meters of yarn. The thickness is also expressed as decitex
(dtex), which is defined as the weight in grams of 10,000 meters of yarn.
1 dtex = 0.9 denier.
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filament yarn. In order to achieve a higher modulus, the filament yarn must
undergo additional heat treatment under tension. 22
Staple, floe, pulp, chopped fiber, and nonwoven fabric and paper are
derived from the filament yarn. 23 Staple is produced by gathering together
multiple yarn ends to form a bundle called tow, which is then precision-cut
into uniform lengths (typically 3/4 inch to 6 inches). Crimp may or may not
be added to the tow by applying steam and pressure to the filament yarn before
cutting. Feed stock for pulp is cut in much the same way as staple and floe,
although the fibers are typically 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch in length and must
undergo further processing, causing them to fibrillate or break up. Depending
on customer specifications, the pulp may be shipped wet or dry. Chopped fiber
is produced by cutting bulk filament yarn into random lengths (roughly 1/4
inch to 1/2 inch) using a guillotine-like method.
Precision-length floe is also cut from a tow bundle, but the process
involves specially-designed, precision equipment which cuts the filament yarn
in lengths ranging from 1/25 inch to 1/4 inch. Regular textile processing
equipment, with some modification, may be used to cut staple and pulp.
Nonwoven PPD-T aramid fabric, made from filament yarn or staple, is produced
by nonwoven textile processes, including needle punch, stitch bonding, and
dry-laid methods. PPD-T paper is produced from pulp and/or floe with the
application of heat, pressure, and sometimes chemical binders.
Packaging depends on the fiber form and on the end use. 24 Filament yarn
is wound onto bobbins or tubes. Filament yarn for tire cord may be rewound
onto warp beams that hold 160 to 250 yarn ends. 25 Staple fiber is formed into
bales, and floe and dry pulp are packaged in bags. Wet pulp is formed into
rolls that resemble rolls of paper. Nonwoven fabric and paper are packaged in
rolls or on bolts.
U.S. Tariff Treatment
PPD-T aramid fiber is classified under subheadings covering "nylon or
other polyamides" in the HTS. According to the petitioner, the bulk of the
imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands is believed to enter under
HTS subheadings 5402.10.30 and 5402.32.30 (filament yarn), 5503.10.00 (staple
fibers), and 5601.30.00 (floe and pulp). 26 The column !-general or most~

***
***

Field trip to DuPont on July 15, 1993~
Currently, DuPont contracts out the processing of these products
to unrelated firms and Akzo further processes it"s own yarn into these products
at separate Akzo facilities.
24
DuPont offers different size packages or specific lengths of yarn
depending on customer specifications.
25
*** Field trip to DuPont on July 15, 1993. Imported yarn from the
Netherlands may be rewound onto beams in Akzo's facilities in the United
States. Transcript of the conference, p. 116.
26
There are about a dozen more HTS subheadings that cover PPD-T aramid
fiber in various forms. Although these subheadings were not specifically
identified in the petition or in Commerce's initiation notice, the written
description of the scope of the investigation is dispositive.
23
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favored-nation rates of duty for the above-mentioned HTS subheadings are 10
percent ad valorem for filament yarn and 4.~ percent ad valorem for staple,
floe, and pulp. Imports of certain forms of PPD-T aramid fiber produced in
Israel and Canada (if there were any such production) are eligible for
preferential duty rates or for duty-free treatment under the United StatesIsrael Free Trade Area Implementation Act of 1985 and under the United StatesCanada Free-Trade Agreement, if importers claim such tariff treatment.
In general, U.S. imports of PPD-T aramid filament yarn under HTS
subheadings 5402.10.30 and 5402.32.30 are subject to quantitative restraints
under the Multifiber Arrangement (MFA), 27 which provides the international
legal framework within which importing countries can negotiate agreements with
exporting countries to limit their shipments of textiles and apparel.
However, U.S. imports of textile and apparel products from the Netherlands are
not subject to quantitative restraints under the MFA.

THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF ALLEGED SALES AT LTFV
In its petition, DuPont originally submitted U.S. and foreign price
quotes based on six separate forms of PPD-T aramid fiber. 28 The foreign
prices supplied were from the following countries: France, Italy, Spain,
Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the Netherlands. The petitioner supplied
prices from third-country markets because it claims that the Netherlands
market is not viable and because not all of the six forms of PPD-T aramid
fiber are sold in the Netherlands or any other single European country.
Petitioner also alleged that sales of PPD-T aramid fiber by Akzo in the
Netherlands and third-country markets are at prices below its cost of
production (COP) and are inappropriate bases for calculating the foreign
market value (FMV). Therefore, petitioner calculated FMV on the basis of
constructed value (CV). Commerce, however, rejected petitioner's allegation
of sales below COP29 and requested that petitioner provide a price-to-price.
comparison for the form of PPD-T aramid fiber (2160 denier yarn) for which it
originally provided a Netherlands price.
Petitioner based U.S. price (USP) for 2160 denier yarn on a call report
of prices offered to U.S. conswners. Deductions were made from USP for U.S.
27

The MFA, formally known as the Arrangement Regarding International Trade
in Textiles, is an international agreement negotiated under the auspices of
the GATT. The MFA was implemented in January 1974 and was recently extended
to run through Dec. 31, 1993.
28
The six forms of PPD-T aramid fiber are as follows: (1) 1500 denier
yarn, beamed for use in the production of tire cord for radial tires;
(2) 2160 denier yarn for use as a rigid strength member in fiber optic cable;
(3) 2840 denier yarn for use as a rigid strength member in fiber optic cable;
(4) 2250 epoxy coated denier yarn for use in the manufacture of fabric for
conveyer belts; (5) pulp for use in the reinforcement of brake pads; and
(6) staple for use in the production of fabric for protective gloves.
29
Commerce has requested additional clarification, recalculation, and
documentation necessary to initiate a cost investigation. Petitioner will
have until 45 days prior to the scheduled date of any preliminary
determination by Commerce to perfect and renew the allegation.
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selling expenses, U.S. duty charges, ocean freight, foreign inland freight,
and credit expenses.~
Petitioner based FMV for 2160 denier yarn on a call report of prices
to .consumers in the Netherlands. Deductions were·made for indirect
·.:. ·selling expenses, foreign inland freight, and credit expenses. 31
~;offered

The price-to-price dumping·margin as adjusted by Commerce is 43.43
percent. 32

THE U.S. MARKET
The period for which.data were collected in this investigation is from
January 1990 through March 1993. 33 The information presented in the body of
this report is for all PPD-T aramid fiber and swnmary data concerning all
PPD-T aramid fiber are presented in appendix C. Separate data concerning
PPD-T yarn, staple, pulp, and other forms of PPD-T aramid fiber are presented
in appendix D.
U.S. Producer 34
DuPont, founded in 1802 and incorporated in 1915, is a major global
corporation headquartered in Wilmington, DE. It is the only U.S. producer of
PPD-T aramid fiber and is one of the leading chemical producers worldwide,
with operations in approximately 70 countries. The company has.five principal
business segments: chemicals, fibers, polymers, petroleum, and diversified
businesses (agricultural products, electronics, imaging systems, and medical
products). The firm has more than 225 manufacturing facilities and
approximately 90 businesses that manufacture and sell a wide range of products
to numerous markets. DuPont's major worldwide markets include aerospace,
chemicals, energy, transportation, textile, construction, automotive,
electronics, printing, health care, packaging, and agriculture. The corporate
. total net sales in fiscal year 1992 were $38 billion, compared with its U.S.
PPD-T aramid fiber net sales in 1992 of ***

° Commerce rejected the number of credit days used in petitioner's
calculation of credit expenses, using instead the terms reported in the call
.·report. Petitioner's deduction for U.S. iriland freight was also rejected by
.. Commerce because there was insufficient evidence demonstrating that the
foreign producer incurs this cost.
31
Commerce rejected the petitioner's method of conversion to U.S. dollars
and instead used the exchange rate in effect during the first quarter for
which the U.S. offer for sale of 2160 denier yarn was effective.
32
Petitioner's original dumping margin allegations, based on a comparison
of USP-to CV, ranged from 124 percent to 301 percent for five of the six forms
of PPD~T aramid fiber and was "infinite" for the sixth form because of "zero
price U.S. sale."
33
Pricing data were collected through June 1993.
34
DuPont provided the information presented in the body of this report.
3

***
)
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DuPont owns and operates PPD-T aramid fiber production facilities in the
United States and Northern Ireland and is part owner of a joint venture in
Japan. In the United States, the primary ingredients needed for the
production of PPD-T aramid fiber, i.e., PPD and TCL, are produced at its
Pontchartrain facility in La Place, LA, and its Chambers Works facility in
Deepwater, NJ, respectively. At DuPont's U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber production
facility, located near Richmond, VA, the PPD-T polymer is produced and the
yarn is spun. Other products, such as Nomex®, Teflon®, Mylar®, and Tyvek®, 35
are also produced at the Richmond facility, ***
As previously stated, DuPont produces the PPD-T polymer and spins the
yarn at its Richmond facility. This yarn can be sold as a finished product
for use in markets such as tires, fiber optic cables, and mechanical rubber
goods, or can be further processed into staple, pulp, or other products.
DuPont indicated that the bulk of the unique properties and investment in
PPD-T aramid fiber lies in the production of the polymer and the spinning of
the yarh. 36 Akzo argues, however, "that many of the essential properties
required by specific end-use applications are imparted only by means of
further manufacturing yarn into staple fiber or pulp." 37
The further processing needed to produce staple and pulp from the spun
yarn is performed for DuPont for a fee by unrelated subcontractors. DuPont
employs *** firms (***) in the processing of Kevlar® pulp, and *** in the
processing of Kevlar® staple (***). DuPont indicates that it "owns some of
the equipment used to process yarn into pulp and staple, exercises close
supervision over the subcontractors' operations, utilizes its regular
manufacturing, planning and inventory systems, maintains ownership of the
product, and uses its own marketing and sales force to sell pulp and staple to
its customers." 38 The firm also indicates that ***. 39 Data collected from
subcontracting firms on their PPD-T aramid fiber pulp and staple operations
are presented in appendix E. DuPont's future plans include the in-house
manufacturing of pulp. The firm expects***· ***. 40
In *** 1988, DuPont began production of PPD-T aramid fiber yarn at its
spinning facility in Maydown, Northern Ireland. This plant, ***,
has an annual capacity of*** pounds. In***, production began at a PPD-T
wholly~owned

35

Nylon® was also produced by DuPont at its Richmond facility ***· ***
Conversation with *** on July 15, 1993.
36
Transcript of the conference, p. 11. According to DuPont, *** percent
or more of the production cost of Kevlar® pulp and staple lies in the
production of the polymer alone and 80 percent or more lies in the production
of the polymer and yarn combined. Transcript of the conference, p. 44 and
petitioner's postconference brief, annex B. Respondents' share of total
production cost differs from that of DuPont. According to Akzo, approximately
*** percent of its Twaron® pulp and staple production cost lies in the
production of the polymer and approximately *** percent lies in the production
of the polymer and yarn combined. Respondents' postconference brief, app. A,
p. 7.
37
Respondents' postconference brief, p. 8.
38
Petitioner's postconference brief, p. 9.
39
Petitioner's postconference brief, annex c.
40
Conversation with *** on July 26, 1993.
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aramid fiber spinning facility in.Tokai, Japan, ***· This facility, a joint
venture with Toray Industries of Japan, has .an.annual.capacity of*** pounds.
Both the Northern Ireland and Japanese plants spin PPD-T aramid fiber yarn
-~·exclusively from polymer produced at DuPont's Richmond facility. 41
The firm
· ·has indicated that minor amounts of yarn ·spun at its Northern Ireland plant
from U.S.-produced polymer have reentered the United States. 42 In addition,
during the period of investigation, DuPont reported export sales of PPD-T
aramid fiber to ***
U.S. Importers
The Commission sent questionnaires requesting.'information concerning
U.S. imports of PPD-T aramid fiber to the petitioner, DuPont, and to the
respondent, Akzo. 43 Akzo Fibers, Inc., Conyers, GA, a subsidiary of the
corporate headquarters located in the Netherlands, is responsible for the
importation into the United States'of Twaron®.
Both DuPont and Akzo provided complete responses to the Commission's
request for import data. 44 These data, as presented throughout this report,
are believed to account for all U.S. imports of the subject product from all
countries. Commerce's official import statistics are not presented because
the tariff classification numbers under which the subject product falls
contain additional products and the list of tariff classification numbers may
not be complete. 45
Channels of Distribution
All PPD-T aramid fiber produced in the United States and in the
Netherlands is sold in the United States through the same channels of
distribution, directly to unrelated end users for use in a variety of markets.
41

Respondents argue that DuPont's additional capacity and production in
Northern Ireland and Japan have had a "substantial negative impact on the
firm's U.S. operations," since the markets in those regions were previously
supplied by Kevlar® produced in the United States. Transcript of the
conference, pp. 90-92, and respondents' postconference brief, pp. 24-25.
42
***
For additional information on DuPont's· imports of PPD-T aramid.
fiber see the section of this report entitled "U.S. Imports."
43
Questionnaires were also sent to four additional firms identified by the
U.S. Customs Service as U.S. importers of items falling within the same tariff
classification as the subject product. One firm indicated that it did not
import the subject product and the others did not respond to the Commission's
inquiry. Counsel for the respondents has, however, indicated that Akzo is its
own U.S. importer of all PPD-T aramid fiber produced in the Netherlands.
Telephone conversation with counsel for respondents on July 7, 1993.
44
Data provided by Akzo and DuPont concerning imports, shipments, and
inventories ***· ***
·
45
DuPont indicated that it believes the majority of Akzo's Twaron® enters
the United States under the numbers previously provided; however, some imports
may enter the United States under :other nwilb'ers. Conversation with *** on
July 15, 1993.
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For additional information concerning end uses, see. the sections of this
report entitled "Uses," "Apparent U.S. Conswnption," and "U.S. Market
Penetration by the Subject Imports." For additional information concerning
channels of distribution- and other factors affecting demand, see the section
of this report entitled "Marketing Characteristics.~
Apparent U.S. Consumption
Data
calculated
and Akzo.
and figure

concerning apparent U.S. conswnption of PPD-T aramid fiber are
based on U.S. shipments of PPD-T aramid fiber as reported by DuPont
The data concerning all PPD-T aramid fiber are presented in table 2
2. Conswnption data by end use are presented in table 3. 46

Table 2
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. shipments of U.S. product, U.S. shipments of
imported product, and apparent U.S. conswnption, 1990-92, January-March 1992,
and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 2
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. shipments of U.S. product, U.S. shipments of product
from the Netherlands, and apparent U.S. cons\imption, 1990-92

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 3
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. shipments of U.S. product, U.S. shipments of
imported product, and apparent U.S. consumption, by end uses, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
The quantity of apparent U.S. consumption of PPD-T aramid fiber fell by
percent from 1990 to 1992, while an erratic decline in value was reported
for the same period. This decline in conswnption was reported primarily in

***

46

Petitioner provided U.S. shipment data by submarket categories.
data appear in app. F.

These
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the U.S. military 47 and tire markets, although smaller declines were also
reported in*** markets.
In the first quarter of 1993, apparent U.S. consumption ·increased by***
percent, by quantity,· and by *** percent, by value·, over ·that of the first
quarter of 1992. This increase was seen primarily in, the following markets:
***. 48

CONSIDERATION OF ALLEGED MATERIAL INJURY
Data presented in this section of the report are for PPD-T aramid fiber
containing U.S.-produced polymer, yarn, staple, and pulp. The data also
include a small amount of pulp that is produced in·the United States from yarn
spun in Northern Ireland. The data do not include a small amount of yarn spun
in Northern Ireland and sold as a finished yarn·product .in the United States.
These data were reported in DuPont's importer's questionnaire response.and are
presented in the section of this report entitled "U.S. Imports."· All of
DuPont's PPD-T aramid fiber products contain U.S.-produced polymer.
U.S. Capacity and Production
Data concerning DuPont's U.S. capacity,. production, and capacity
utilization for PPD-T aramid fiber are presented in table 4. DuPont
calculated capacity based on *** and on the representative product mix of
***. 49 DuPont's full production capability for PPD-T aramid fiber is also
based on operating*** hours per week, ***weeks per year. As reported,
DuPont's average capacity to produce PPD-T aramid fiber increased *** from
1990 to 1992, but remained constant from the first quarter of 1992 to the
comparable period in 1993. According to DuPont, the changes in reported
capacity are due to ***
Table 4
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. capacity, production, and capacity utilization,.
1990-92, January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Production of PPD-T aramid fiber reported by DuPont increased by ***
percent from·l990 to 1991, but fell by*** percent from 1991 to 1992. An

Because of "Buy America" provisions, DuPont was the exclusive supplier
of the product in this market.
48
The data reported
An increase in consumption was also reported in ***
in this category were ***·
49 ***
Conversation with *** on July 26, 1993.
47
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increase of*** percent was reported from the first quarter of 1992.to the
first quarter of 1993.
The calculated capacity utilization for U.S. production of PPD-T aramid
fiber (***) fell from*** percent in 1990 to ***percent in 1992, but
increased during the partial-year periods from *** to *** percent.
U.S. Producer's Shipments
Shipments of U.S.-produced PPD-T aramid fiber are presented in table 5.
DuPont's total shipments of U.S.-produced PPD-T aramid fiber fell by***
percent, by quantity, from 1990 to 1992. Total shipments, by value, increased
by *** percent from 1990 to 1991, but fell by *** percent in 1992. For
DuPont, these declines were most evident in the U.S. military, tires, and ***
markets, although smaller declines were also evident in the ***markets.
DuPont's total shipments increased in the first quarter of 1993 by ***
percent, by quantity, and by ***,percent, by value, over the first quarter of
1992.
Table 5
PPD-T aramid fiber: Shipments of U.S.-produced product, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission ..
U.S. Producer's Inventories
DuPont's inventories of PPD-T aramid fiber are presented in table 6.
DuPont's inventories of PPD-T aramid fiber increased by *** percent from 1990
to 1991, but fell by*** percent from 1991 to 1992 and by *** percent during
the partial-year periods. The ratios of inventories to total shipments and of
inventories to production increased from *** percent in 1990 to approximately
*** percent in 1991, but fell in 1992 to ***· A decline in the ratios was
reported from the first quarter of 1992 to the comparable period in 1993.
Table 6
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. producer's end-of-period inventories, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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U. s. Employment, Wages, and Prcidtictivity
DuPont indicated that its production and related workers who produce
PPD-T aramid fiber are represented by the following uniofis: · Ampthill Rayon
Workers, Inc. and the Inte.rnational Brotherhood of Electr1cal Workers.
Although other products are pro.duced at DuPont Is ~ichmond facility, these
workers are employed ***. .
·
DuPont repprted ***·

***

Data on employment and producd.vity are shown in table 7. The data
presented indic.ate a reduction in PPD-T aramid _fiber. employment of *** percent
from 1990 to 1992 and a_reductiqn pf *** percent fro~ the firs~ quart~r of
1992 to the comparab_le perfod in 1993. Overall declines ~ere also reported
for hours worked, wages paid, ar:i,_d total compensation paid ~o employees
producing PPD-T ·aramid fiber.. Hourly wages paid to. such employees remained
relatively stable throughout all periods, while hourly total compensation fell
by *** percent from 1990 to 1992. Productivity fell by *** percent from 1990
to 1992, although a *** increase was reported in 1991. In c9~paring the
periods January-March 1992 and .January-March 1993, produc.tlvity increased. by
*** percent. Unit labor costs fell *** in 1991 from *** per pound iri 1990,
but increased to *** per pound in 1992. A decline was reported from *** per
pound during January-March 1992 to ***per pound during January-March 1993.
Table 7
Average number of U.S. production and related workers producing PPD-T aramid
fiber, hours worked, wages and total compensation paid to such employees, and
hourly wages, productivity, and unit labor costs, 1990~92, January-March 1992,
and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Financial Experience of DuPont
DuPont provided incoII\e-and-loss data q_n its U.S. operations on _PPD-T
aramid fiber. The company ·could· no't s~pply separate financial 'da~a as
·
requested in the questionnaire ··on.-its operations on yarn, staple, and pulp;
however, it supplied such data in a different format when requested in the
conference. DuPont also provided data on its overall establishment
operations, which consisted of data on its U.S. Kevlar® manufacturing
operations that include polymer sales as well as fiber sales. Polymer sales
were *** in 1990 and accounted for *** p'ercent of total m~t sale·s for the
remaining periods for which data were collected in the'investigation. Data on
operations of all products. manufactured on the plant site where Kevlar® is
produced were not, provided . . Costs ar~ essentially assigned directly to each
product and data reported on PPD-.T aram~d fibe.r are according to DuPont's
internal reports. so
·
··
•
•
· '
--

so

Telephone conversation with***, July 26, 1993.
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PPD-T Aramid Fiber

Op~rations

The income-and-loss data of Dupont on its U.S. PPD~T aramid fiber
operations are presented·in table 8. Major components of cost of goods sold
of its U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber operations are presented in table 9, and major
co~ponents of selling, general, and administrative expenses on its U.S. PPD-T
aramid fiber operations are presented in table 10. The total net sales value
of PPD-T aramid fiber declined by *** percent from 1990 to 1992 and further
fell by*** percent from January-March 1992 to January-March 1993. During the
same periods, total net sales in pounds declined by*** percent and***
percent, respectively. DuPont reported income in each year. The operating
income of***, or ***percent of total net sales in 1990, rose to ***, or***
percent of total net sal~s in 1991, and then dropped to ***, or *** percent of
total net sales in 1992. Such income further declined to ***, or *** percent
of total net sales in January-March 1993, from ***, or *** percent of total
net sales in January-March 1992. Pre-tax net income followed a similar trend.
Table 8
Income-and-loss experience of DuPont on its U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber
operations, calendar years 1990-92, January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table
Major
fiber
March

9
components of cost of goods sold of DuPont on its U.S. PPD-T aramid
operations, calendar years 1990-92, January-March 1992, and January1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table 10
Major components of selling, gene~al, and administrative expenses of DuPont on
its U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber operations, calendar years 1990-92, January-March
1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
DuPont's average net sales value per pound rose by *** percent from 1990
to 1991 and then declined by *** percent in 1992, and further fell by ***
percent from January-March 1992 to January-March 1993. The average cost of
goods sold per pound remained the same in 1990 and 1991, but rose by ***
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percent in 1992 and increased by *** percent from January-March 1992 to
January-March 1993. The average general, selling, and administrative expenses
per pound rose by*** percent in 1992 from.1991 and increased by*** percent
from January-March 1992 to January-March 1993. DuPont attributes these
increases in the average costs and expenses per pound to ***
The fixed and variable costs as a share of cost of goods sold are shown
in the following tabulation (in percent):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Investment in Productive Facilities · ·
The investment in property, plant, and equipment and return on
investment for DuPont on its U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber operations are' shown in
table 11. The return on book value of fixed assets followed generally the
same trend as did the ratios of operating and net income to total net sales
during the reporting periods.
Table 11
Value of assets and return on assets of DuPont on its U.S. PPD-T aramid fiber
operations as of December 31, ·1990-92, March 31, 1992, and March 31, 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade· Commission.
Capital Expenditures
Capital expenditures by DuPont on its' U. S·. PPD-T aramid fiber operations
are shown in'the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The capital expenditures declined by *** percent from· 1990 to 1992.
They averaged about*** percent of net sales during 1990-92. The Commission
requested DuPont to describe the effects of major capital.expenditures
incurred in the last five years on both capacity and capacity utilization
rates in the production of PPD-T aramid fiber by giving amounts and dates of
capital expenditures and related depreciation expenses. However, DuPont's
response ***
Accordingly, such data are not presented.
Research and Development
Research and development expenses by DuPont on its U.S. PPD-T aramid
·fiber operations are shown in the following tabulation:

*

*·

* ..

*

*

*
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Capital and Investment
The Commission requested DuPont to describe any actual or potential
negative effects of imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands on its
growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing development and
production efforts (including efforts to develop a derivative or improved
version of PPD-T aramid fiber). DuPont's response is presented below.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTION OF
THREAT OF MATERIAL INJURY
Section 771(7)(F)(i) of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C. §
1677(7)(F)(i)) provides that-In determining whether an industry in the United States is
threatened with material injury by reason of imports (or sales for
importation) of the merchandise, the Commission shall consider,
among other relevant economic factors 51 -(I) If a subsidy is involved, such information as may
be presented to it by the administering authority as
to the nature of the subsidy (particularly as to
whether the subsidy is an export subsidy inconsistent
with the Agreement),
(II) any increase in production capacity or existing
unused capacity in the exporting country likely to
result in a significant increase in imports of the
merchandise to the United States,
(III) any rapid increase in United States market
penetration and the likelihood that the penetration
will increase to an injurious level,
(IV) the probability that imports of the merchandise
will enter the. United States at prices that will have
a depressing ·or suppressing effect on domestic prices
of the merchandise,
(V) any substantial increase in inventories of the
merchandise in the United States,
(VI) the presence of underutilized capacity for
producing the merchandise in the exporting country,
51

Section 771(7)(F)(ii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(ii)) provides
that "Any determination by the Commission under this title that an industry in
the United States is threatened with material injury shall be made on the
basis of evidence that the threat of material injury is real and that actual
injury is imminent. Such a determination may not be made on the basis of mere
conjecture or supposition."
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(VII) any other demonstrable adverse trends that
indicate the probability that the importation (or sale
for importation) of the merchandis~ (whether or not it
is. actually being imported at the time) . will be -the . ·
cause of actual injury,
(VIII) the potential for product-shifting if
production facilities owned or controlled by the
foreign manufacturers, which can be used to produce
products subject to investigation(s) under section 701
or 731 or to final orders under section 706 or 736,
are also used to produce the merchandise under
investigation,
(IX) in any investigation under this title which
involves imports of both a raw agricultural product
(within the meaning of paragraph (4)(E)(iv)) and any
product processed from such raw agricultural product,
the likelihood that there will be increased imports,
by reason of product shifting, if there is an
affirmative determination by the ·Commission under.
section 70S(b)(l) or 735(b)(l) with respect to either
the raw,agricultural product or the processed
agricultural product (but not both), and
(X) the actual and potential negative effects on the
existing development and production efforts of the
domestic industry, including efforts to develop a
derivative or more -advanced version of the like
product. 52 .
Information on.the volume, U,S. m~rket penetration, and pricing of
imports of the subject merchandise (items (III) and (IV) above) is presented
in the section entitled "Consideration of the Causal Relationship Between
Imports of.the Subject Merchandise and the Alleged Material Injury" and
information on the effects of imports of the subject merchandise·on U.S ..
producers' existing development and production efforts (item (X)) is presented
in the .section entitled·"Consideration of Alleged Material Injury."· Available
information on U.S. inventories of the subject products (item (V)); foreign
producers' operations, including the potential for "product-shifting" (items
(II), (VI), and (VIII) above); any other threat indicators, if applicable
(item (VII) above); and any dumping in third-country markets, follows. Other
threat indicators have not been alleged or are otherwise not applicable.

52

Section 771(7)(F)(iii) of the Act (19 U.S.C. § 1677(7)(F)(iii)) further
provides that, in antidumping investigations, " . . . the Commission shall
consider whether dumping in the markets of foreign countries (as evidenced by
dumping findings or antidumping remedies in other GATT member markets against
the same class or kind of merchandise manufactured or exported by the same
party as under investigation) suggests a threat of material injury to the
domestic industry."
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U.S. Importers' Inventories
Data concerning U.S. inventories of PPD-T aramid fiber produced in the
Netherlands are presented in table 12. The quantity of these inventories ***
in 1990 to *~* in 1992. ***was reported in the first quarter of 1993 over
the comparable period in 1992. The ratio of inventories to total shipments
*** in ·1990 to *** in 1991, but *** in 1992. *** was reported for the first
quarters of 1992 and 1993.
Table 12
PPD-T aramid fiber: End-of-period inventories of product produced in the
Netherlands, 1990-92, January-~arch 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S.· International Trade Commission.
DuPont imports for sale minor amounts of Kevlar® yarn spun at the firm's
Northern Ireland facility from U.S.-produced polymer. Inven~ory data
·
concerning these imports are presented in the following tabulation (in 1,000
pounds):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ability of Producers in the Netherlands to Generate Exports and the
Availability of Export Markets Other Than the United States
Aramide, a joint venture established in the Netherlands by NOM and a
subsidiary of Akzo, is the only foreign producer of the subj e'c:t product.
Aramide produces PPD-T aramid fiber in the form of yarn, sta:p'le fiber, and
chopped fiber at its facility in Emmen and pulp at its facility in Arnhem. 53
Although Aramide manufactures only PPD-T aramid fiber in the Netherlands, its
parent corporation, Akzo, is a multinational firm with 5 divisions operating
in 50 countries. Its principal products include salt and chemlcals, fibers
and polymers, coatings •. and health care.
Aramide supplied data concerning its PPO-T aramid fiber production,
inventories, and shipments. 54 These data are shown in table 13. Aramide
reported capacity data on the basis of ***-hour work weeks, ·operating***
weeks per year. As shown, the firm's capacity to produce PPD~T aramid fiber
*** during *** periods for which information was requested. .

53
54

The firm is ***. ***
The data provided ***

Respondents' postconference brief, app. A, p. 7.
***
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Table 13
PPD-T aramid fiber: The _Netherlands' capacity, production, capacity
utilization, end-of-period inventories, and shipments, 1990-92, January-M~rch
1992, January-March 1993·, and projected 1993-94

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
In answer to a question on whether or not the firm plans to add, expand,
curtail, or shut down production capacity and/or production of PPD-T aramid
fiber in the Netherlands, Aramide responded.as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Production of PPD-T aramid fiber .in the Netherlands ***-from 1990 to
1992 and *** during the partial-year periods. Projections reveal that *** is
expected from 1992 to 1994.
Inventories held in the Netherlands *** throughout the period of
investigation, ***·
Akzo warehouses a certain amount of Twaron® in Canada for sale to
customers in Canada and. the United States. These exports were reported by
Aramide and are presented in table 13 as "Exports to all other markets." The
following. tabulation presents the amount of Twaron® that entered the United
States from Akzo's Canadian warehouse (in 1,000 pounds):

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

As reported by Aramide, exports of PPD-T aramid fiber to the United
States, which represented *** of Aramide's total shipments, ***
In comparing
.the first quarters of 1992 to 1993, exports to the United States ***· Aramide
projects that exports to the United States will *** from 1992 to 1994,
although the share of total shipments is projected to *** in 1994.
CONSIDERATION OF THE CAUSAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IMPORTS OF THE
SUBJECT MERCHANDISE AND THE ALLEGED-MATERIAL INJURY
U.S. Imports
DuPont and Akzo provided complete import data in response to the
Commission's request. These data are presented in table 14. The quantity of
U.S. imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the Netherlands increased from *** in
1990 to *** in 1992, but fell from*** in the first quarter of 1992 to *** in
the first quarter of 1993. 55 Unit values, which may be affected by product
mix, *** from 1990 to 1992, but *** during the first quarter of 1993.
55

The data include transshipments through Canada. In addition, the
-.quantity of Akzo's imports into the United States were limited by terms of a
cross-licensing agreement with DuPont from May 1988 to March 1992. For more
information concerning the agreement, see the section of this report entitled
"Product History."
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Table 14
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. imports, by sources, 1990-92, January-March 1992, ·
and January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Akzo indicated that in the second quarter of 1993 it imported *** pounds
of PPD-T aramid fiber into the United States, *** percent of which was pulp
and*** percent of which was yarn. In July 1993, Akzo reported imports of***
pounds of PPD-T aramid fiber, ***percent of which was yarn and ***percent of
which was pulp.
U.S. imports of DuPont's Kevlar® yarn spun in the North Ireland from
polymer produced in the United States represented*** percent of total U.S.
production of PPD-T aramid fiber in every period for which data were
collected. 56 These imports fell from *** in 1990 to *** in 1992, but
increased from *** during the first quarter of 1992 to *** during the first
quarter of 1993.
U.S. Market Penetration by the Subject Imports
Market penetration data are calculated from U.S. shipment data of U.S.produced and imported PPD-T aramid fiber as submitted in response to
Commission questionnaires. These data are presented in table 15 and figure 3.
Market penetration data based on quantity, by end use, are presented in table
16.
The share of apparent U.S. consumption of PPD-T aramid fiber held by
imports from the Netherlands, by quantity, increased from *** percent in 1990
to *** percent in 1992. An increase from *** percent to *** percent was
reported from the first quarter of 1992 to that of 1993. These increases were
primarily evident in the following markets: ***
By value, the subject
imports' share of U.S. consumption increased from *** percent in 1990 to ***
percent in 1992 and increased from *** percent in the first quarter of 1992 to
*** percent in the comparable period of 1993.

56

These data include only Kevlar® yarn that is spun in Northern Ireland
and imported and sold in the United States as a finished yarn product. The
data do not include small amounts of Kevlar® yarn imports consumed in the U.S.
production of pulp. These data were reported in DuPont's producer's
questionnaire response and are included in the section of this report entitled
"Consideration of Alleged Material Injury."
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Table 15
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. shipments of domestic and imported product as a
share of apparent U.S. consumption, 1990~92, January-March 1992, and
January-March 1993
.

~-

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.'
Figure 3
PPD-T aramid fiber: Shares of the quantity and value of apparent U.S.
consumption held by the United States and the Netherlands, 1990-92 and
January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.'
Table 16
PPD-T aramid fiber: U.S. shipments of U.S. product and imported product as a
share of the quantity of apparent U.S. consumption, by end uses, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

.*

·*

*

*

·*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the.
U.S. International Trade Commission .
.Prices
Marketing Characteristics
Demand for PPD-T aramid fiber· is derive·d from the demand for the ·
products using'PPD-T aramid fiber.· .PPD-T aramid fiber is used in a variety of
end uses, including tires, high-pressure automobile and industrial hoses,
power transmission and conveyor belts, ship mooring lines and working ropes,
fiber optics cable, electromechanical and crane cables, automotive brakes,
industrial and automotive gaskets, composites, industrial fabric, cutresistant gloves, bullet-resistant vests, and other protective apparel.
The largest market for PPD-T aramid fiber·is the*** market.
PPD-T aramid fiber is priced on a per-pound basis and generally sold on
a ***· Although it is typically sold in three different forms (pulp, staple,
and yarn), 57 PPD-T aramid fiber is primarily priced according to the end-use
market to which it is sold. Pricing to these markets generally depends on the
57

PPD-T aramid fiber is also available in other forms, including floe,
fiber, and nonwoven fabric.

~hopped
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importance of PPD-T aramid fiber to the specific end-use product and whether
there are other competing products for the end-use application. PPD-T aramid
fiber is priced the lowest for the *** market, approximately *** per pound,
and is priced the highest for the *** market, approximately *** per pound.
PPD-T aramid fiber is also priced differently according to the denier (or
fineness) of the specific yarn or staple products. 58 The lower the denier of
these products, the higher the price.
DuPont and Akzo agree that there are a variety of substitute fibers for
PPD-T aramid fiber for nearly all of its applications. However, when
alternative materials are used, the performance and the cost are lowered. 59
DuPont commented***· Akzo, however, argues ***. 60 Akzo commented***
For
this reason, Akzo reported ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Purchasers contacted during the investigation confirmed that other
fibers have been in~ruding into some of the PPD-T aramid fiber applications.
These applications include tires, brakes, and fiber optic cables. However,
these purchasers reported that although Akzo•s· prices are lower than those
offered by DuPont, the prices are still significantly higher than the prices
of the substitute fibers.
Both DuPont and Akzo market their PPD-T aramid fiber with a brand name.
The brand name for DuPont is Kevlar® and the brand name for Akzo is Twaron®.
DuPont reported that its average lead time was ***, whereas Akzo reported lead
times of*** from its warehouse and*** for product from the Netherlands.
Sales terms are typically *** for both the U.S. producer and importer;
however, ***. 61 *** reported that transportation costs are *** in the sale of
PPD-T aramid fiber and are *** of the price of the product. ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Commission requested U.S. producers and importers to report whether
they were ever unable to supply PPD-T aramid fiber to a customer in a timely
manner at prevailing prices and in the quantities desired during January 1990June 1993. ***
Akzo· reported that its capability to supply product prior to
March 1992 was restricted initially due to DuPont's patent and then due to the
cross-license agreement with DuPont that ended in March 1992, when DuPont's
patent expired.
Both DuPont and Akzo reported that they must qualify their PPD-T aramid
fiber with the end users before making commercial sales. Product
qualification is a major barrier for sales in the U.S. market. The
qualification process includes laboratory testing, processing trial runs, and
58

There is no denier measurement of PPD-T aramid fiber pulp products.
See app. G for DuPont's list of substitutable products.for PPD-T aramid
fiber and the advantages of Kevlar® compared with the advantages of the
alternative fibers.
60 *** reported that in general, ***
Telephone conversation, Aug. 2,
1993.
61
Akzo reported ***
***
59

field testing. The time· it takes to qualify a product generally ranges from 6
months to 2 years, depending on the end use, although Akzo reported that some
end users may take up to 4 years to qualify
product. The qualification of a
product is also costly, ranging up to $250,000 for some end-use applications.
Some purchasers contacted during the investigation reported that both DuPont
and Akzo have helped defray some of the costs in the· qualification/product
development process. They reported that supplier assistance was not unusual
behavior in their respective businesses.

a

*** agreed that after qualification of both firms' PPD-T aramid fiber,
the U.s.-·and the Netherlands-produced PPD-T aramid fiber are interchangeable.
*** no significant difference in the· quality of the Kevlar® and Twaron®
product. However, ***
***
Questionnaire Price Data
The Commission requested quarterly price and quantity information from
U.S. producers and importers for their sales of PPD-T aramid fiber during the
period January 1990-June 1993. U.S. producers and importers were requested to
provide price data for eight PPD-T aramid fiber products sold to seven enduse markets. Three products are in pulp form (one wet), one is in staple
form, and four are in yarn form. The eight products are described below:
Product 1: PPD-T aramid fiber in. pulp form, wet, sold to the gasket
market (e.g., Kevlar®.type 979 or Twaron® type 1079)
Product 2:· PPD-T aramid fiber in pulp form, dry, sold to the gasket
market (e.g., Kevlar® type 979 or Twaron® type 1095)'
Product 3: PPD-T aramid fiber in pulp form, dry, sold to the dry .
friction (brakes) market (e.g., Kevlar® type 979 or Twaron® type 1095)
Product 4: PPD-T aramid fiber in staple form, sold to the protective
apparel (cut-resistant gloves) market (e.g., Kevlar® type 970 or
Twaron® 1070)
Product 5: PPD-T aramid fiber in yarn form,· regular/standard modulus
(1680 dtex or 1500 denier), sold to the tire market (e.g., Kevlar® type
950 or Twaron®
type 1000)
.

.

Product 6: PPD-T aramid fiber in yarn form, regular/standard modulus
(1680 dtex or 1500 denier), sold to the hosesjbel'ts market (e.g.,
Kevlar® type 956 or Twaron® type 1000)
Product 7: PPD-T ararnid fiber in yarn form, high modulus .(1260 dtex or
1140 denier), sold to the aircraft composite market (e.g., Kevlar® type
965 or Twaron® type 1056)
Product 8: PPD~T aramid fiber in yarn form, intermediate modulus (3220
dtex or 2890 denier), sold to the fiber optics cable market (e.g.,
Kevlar® 68 yarn type 989b or Twaron® type 1111)
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Usable price data were received from both DuPont ?nd Akzo. Reported,
pricing for these eight products_ accounted for approximately *** p~rcetjt of
DuPont's domestic shipments of PPP-T. aramid fiber and *** percent of Akzo's
domestic shipments of PPD-T aramid fiber during 1992. 62
Price Trends
Average delivered prices for U.S.-produced PPD-T aramid fiber*** for·
which the Commission requested pricing information (table 17, figures 4-11).

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Average delivered prices for PPD_-T aramid fiber imported from the
Netherlands ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Table 17
..
.
Average delivered selling prices and quantities of U.S.-produced and imported
PPD-T aramid fiber, by products and by quarters, January 1990-June 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in res_ponse to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 4
Average delivered selling prices of U.S.-produced PPD-T aramid fiber
product 1, by quarters, January 1990-June 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires o·f the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 5
Average delivered selling prices of PPD-T aramid fiber product 2 produced in
the United States and imported from the Netherlands, by quarters, January
1990-June 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.

62

DuPont also provided pricing information on a high-modulus PPD-T aramid
fiber yarn for product 8 that ***
***
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Figure 6
Average dE!livere,d selling prices of PPD-T aramid fiber product 3 produced in
the United, States and import.ed· from. the Netherlands, by quarters, January
1990-June 1993 ..

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 7
Average delivered selling prices of PPD-T aramid fiber product 4 produced in
the United States and imported from the Netherlands, by quarters, January
1990-June 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 8
Average delivered selling prices of PPD-T aramid fiber product 5 produced in
the United States and imported from the Netherlands, by quarters, January
1990-June 1993. ,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 9
delive.red selling. pricE!S ·of PPl;)-T aramid fiber product 6 produced in
the United States and importe?·from.the Netherlands, by quarters, ,January
1990-June 1993

Averag~

*

*

·*

*·

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires ·of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Figure 10
delivered selling prices o~ PPD-T aramid fiber product 7 produced in
the·United.States and.imported from.the.Neth~rlands, -~Y· quarters, January
1990-June.1993

Av~rage

*

*

*

·*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data_su'l?mitted.in -response to.questionnaires of.the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Figure 11
_
Average delivered seHirig prices of intermediate-modulus PPD-T aramid fiber
product 8 produced in the United ·states and imported from the Netherlands and
high-modulus PPD-T aramid fiber product 8 produced in the United States, by
quarters, January 1990-June 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled fro~ data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Price Comparisons
There were*** instances in which comparisons between the U.S.-produced
PPD-T aramid fiber and the imported product from the Netherlatids were possible
(table 18).
Table 18
PPD-T aramid fiber: Margins of under(over) selling by import~' from the
Netherlands, by products and by quarters, January 1990-June £993

* .

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to
U.S. International Trade Commission.

*

*

*

*

*

*
questio~naires

*

of the

*

Exchange Rates
Quarterly data reported by the International Monetary Furid indicate that
during January-March.1990 through October-December· 1992, the nominal value of
the Netherlands' guilder fluctuated, appreciating overall by 9':3 percent
relative to the U.S. dollar (table 19). Adjusted for.movement~ in producer
price indexes in the United States and the Netherlands, the real value of the
Netherlands' currency showed an overall appreciation of 12.4 parcent relative
to that of the dollar- ·for the period.
Lost Sales and Lost Revenues
The Commission received ***. allegations of lost sales and ***
allegations of lost revenues by.the U.S. producer, DuPont, which involved***
purchasers. The lost sales allegations totalled*** and involved*** pounds
of PPD-T aramid fiber. The lost revenues allegations totalled*** and
involved *** pounds. Staff contacted *** firms representing *** of the lost
sale allegations involving *** pounds and totalling *** and *** of the lost
revenues allegations involving *** pounds and totalling ***
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Table 19
Exchange rates: 1 Indexes of nominal and real exchange rates of the
Netherlapds guilder and indexes of producer prices in the United States and
the ~etherlands, 2 _by quarters, January 1990-December 1992·
.. 1~:.
.......

.U.S .
producer
price index

Netherlands
producer
price index

Nominal
exchange
rate index

Real
exchange
rate index3

100.0
. 99. 8
101.6
104.7

100.0
100.4
101.3
101. 5

100.0
100.9
106.2
112.5

100.0
101.5
105.8
109.1

.102.5
101.5
101.4
101. 5

101.7
102.1
104.1
104.6.

110.4
97.5
97.0
104.0

109.5
98.1
99.6
107.1

101.3
102.3
102.8
102.9

105.4
105.9
106.1
105.8

104.6
.104.8
.115.6
109.3

108.8
108.5
119.3
112.4

Period
1990:
Jan.-Mar ..........
Apr. -June .........
July-Sept .........
Oct. -Dec ..........
1991:
Jan.-"ar ..........
Apr.-June .........
July-Sept .........
Oct. -Dec ...........
1992:
Jan.-Mar ..........
Apr. -June .........
July~Sept .... ; ....
Oct.-Dec ..........
1

Exchange rates expressed in U.S. dollars per Netherlands guilder.
Producer price indexes--intended to measure final product prices--are
based on period-average quarterly indexes presented in line 63 of the
International Financial Statistics.
3
The real exchange.rate is derived from the. nominal rate adjusted for
relative movements in producer prices in the United States and the
2

Neth~rlands.

Note.--January-March 1990

= 100.

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics,
June 1993.
*** was cited in ***

***

*** confirmed ***

*** reported that *** was phasing out its *** product that uses PPD-T
aramid fiber and that *** PPD-T aramid fiber purchases had declined from ***
pounds during.1991 to between*** pounds during 1993.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** switched·over to Akzo from DuPont for its 1992 purchases due to the
reduced price offered by Akzo. *** commented that Akzo believed by offering a
.. *** that it might slow down or stop the ***. ***
Although Akzo' s price was
*** than the price offered by DuPont, Akzo's price was still approximately ***
.~ times *** than the competing, steel product.
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To receive the aramid fiber business, Akzo had to be qualified by***·
This process took approximately *** and involved***·. Once qualified, the
Akzo PPD-T aramid fiber product is considered interchangeable with th~ DuPont
product. *** estimated that the qualifica~ion costs ranged between ***• of.
which Akzo assumed a portion. *** reported that the sharing of qualification
costs between supplier and purchaser is not·unusual in this business and that
DuPont had done the same during an_earlier period.
***was cited in***· ***
***•purchaser of aramid fibers for***,·
reported that *** did switch to Akzo because of its superior technical
expertise in servicing*** and its willingness to ***·
*** reported that the agreed price with Akzo was *** than the DuPont
price and that the ***· *** commented that sharing of qualification costs
between supplier and purchaser is not unusual in this business and that DuPont
had also done so in the past. Qualification of Akzo's product took*** andinvolved ***·
***

*** also commented that Akzo, unlike DuPont, was willing to provide ***
*** also reported that DuPont increased its price ***·.

*** reported that demand for *** using aramid fibers has been growing~
***currently purchases approximately*** pounds of aramid fiber per·year;
Aramid fibers are considered to be a bett~r ***
***
*** was cited in·***·

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** purchaser of this product for *** acknowledged purchasing the Akzo
product but stated that the price was ***· *** purchases from Akzo to
maintain a viable second supply source and to keep the market price honest
from DuPont. *** reported that for years, DuPont ***·
*** purchases approx.imately *** pounds of PPD-T aramid fiber per year.
It started purchasing the aramid fiber product ***· *** commented that to
develop and qualify a new product takes at minimum *** and costs approximately
***
Once a product is qualified, it is considered interchangeable with other
qualified products of the same fiber type. *** reported .that because of the
high costs of the aramid fiber products, a competing type of***
***was cited in***·

***

***• purchaser of this product for ***• denied***• stating that the ***
was not due to any imported product, rather DuPont was ***· ***commented
that the previous DuPont *** that do not use PPD-T aramid f.iber. ***

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** reported that the demand for this product has *** during the past
few years because of the ***· Three years ago, ***purchased approximately
*** pounds of aramid fiber, whereas it currently purchases approximately***
pounds of product, and it *** to *** pounds in the near future. *** reported
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.;~hat

it is .su~stitut.i~g .other fibers such as ***, .which is approximately ***
..the price of aramid .fiber.
, .
.. .
,
.
.
.
. , _ **·* r,equir,es. products.. tQ be. qualified. befq,re commercial use. The time
··it· t~kes to qualfry a pr'oduct depends· on the s·p~cific application; for ***.
***estimated that the cost for qualification was ***· *** the Akzo product
to be completely interchangeable with the DuPont product.
He also added that ***

***was cited in***· ***
*** confirmed***
never sole-sources a product and it ***·

*** purchases approximately *** pounds of aramid fiber per year. Demand
for ararnid fibe.r fo.r thi~ applicati,o~ has incr_eased _as demand for *** has
.increa~~d~' However'!.***· .*'fa'!;.· . .. ..
~

'(

The "qualification proces:s. r'or: arami<,i 'nber. t'akes *** _ .*** _reported that
. --~~* '.c9risidere~ b~th DuPont''s 'a~_d Akzo, s :produc.t virtually ,the saiµe. with no
-~igI1ifi.can.t ..c;(iffer,enc7 -.~:n .the ,P~ls.ical c~aract~iisdcs.
*** was ci teci in ***. · ,.~**. ".· '
***, purchaser of thi.i? ,pro.d,uc;t fo~. **'*,. coul~ not .recall the specific
price quotes. ***purchases aramid fiber 'in a***· ***

*

*

...

*** was cited in ***
r

*

*

*

-

*

*

*

*

,,

.

*'

*

*

*

*

.

***, purchaser of this product fo'r ***, confirmed *** but denied ·***

*

*

-: •r

. "*•
,

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

' · •.

·j

'''

*

*

*

*

*** reported that *** is planning to ***
"\

.·

''

.*..

*

t

~

:
.

. •.

*

*** stated that there was a" very slight. d.ifferenc.e betwee'n the DuPont
..fiber.,arid .the Akzo _fiber. and tha~ i,t. was not .a. major problem for most

~~pplications.

***. .

' .

*** was- cited in ***

*

*

.

·' ·

·

*** confirmed ***

*

*

*

*

*

*** reported five additional re.asons besides price for purchasing the
imported product. First, *** did not feel secure with only a single source of
supply for this product. Second, it believed that Akzo's R&D capabilities

1·36
were more flexible than Dupont. Third, ***· Fourth, Akzo provided
outstanding customer service. Fifth, Akzo ***·
*** reported that *** purchases approximately ***
per year from ***
*

*

po~nds

of aramid fiber

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** was cited· iri ***·
*

*

. *** confirmed most of the quantities and values involved in the
allegations, but reported that it purchased Akzo's product for two additional
reasons besides price. First, it wanted to keep the price for PPD-T aramid
fiber competiti~e. Prior to· Akzo entering the market, DuPont kept raising its
prices; During 1986-90, DuPont raised its prices of PPD-T aramid fiber yarn
sold for the ***· Second, *** always wants an alternative source of supply.
*** commented that it is a better purchasing practice to have two sources of
supply than single so~rcing any product.
*** purchases approximately *** on an annual basis.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** reported that although there are ~ubstitute products
aramid fiber in***• there has been no real intrusion into the
fiber market due to the differences in the performance and the
substitute fibers. *** stated that PPO-T aramid fiber retains
these applications due to ***· ***

for PPD-T
PPD-T aramid
costs of these
a niche in

The qualification process for *~* takes approximately *** and costs
between*** and***· *** reported that Akzo is currently approved for certain
types of***· *** considers the quality and performance of DuPont's and
Akzo's product to be similar. However, "they are not totally substitutable in
all applications.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

***was cited in***· ***
***• purchaser of this product for ***•
confirmed purchasing the Akzo product. ***· *** stated that Akzo offered
better ~ervicing, pr~~uct availability, and pricing.
*** purchases approximately *** pounds of PPD-T

*

*

*

*

*

arami~

*

fiber per year.

*
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.. ,
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMlllSSION
(lnvemtig811on 1'o. 7S1-Tl•-4i52
(Pr911mtnary)J

Aramld Fiber Formed of Poly Pa,._
.

.,~

Phenylene Terephthalamlde From the
Netherlanda
AGENCY: United States International

Trade Commisl;jon,
AC'nON: Institution and scheduling of a
preliminary antidumping investigation.
8UmlART: The Commission hereby gives
notice of the institution of preliminary
antidumping investigation No. 731-TA652 (Preliminary) under section 733(a)

'.

of the Tariff Act of 1930 (19 U.S.C.
1673b(a)) to determine whether there is ·
a reatoDal>le indication that an industry
in the United Stats& is materially
injured, or is threatened with material
injury, or the establishment of an
industry in the United States is
mal8ri&llyntarded, by reason of
· imports from the Netherlands of IU'lllDid
fiber fmmad of poly pera-phenyhme
terepbtbelemide tpPD-T aramid fiber), I
provided ior ba.hheediDp 5402.10.30,
5402.32.30, 5503.10.00, Uld 5601.30.00
of the Harmoaizad T.ariff Schedule of
the United
that are allepd tot.
sold in the United States at leu tbm fair
value. l"he Qwnmiasian must complete

Sta-..

preliminuy antidumpiDg investigations
in 45 days. or in this case by August 16,
1993.
For fwtbar infmmatioD concaming
the conduct of this investigation and
rules of general application, camult the
Commission's Rules of Practice and

Procedun, put201, mbputa Atbmugh
E (19 ait pmt 201), and put 207,
aubpmtBA and B (19 CFR part Z07).
EFPECnVE Da1E July 2, 1993.
.
FOR FUfl11ER N'OWTION CONTACT:

Mary "-er (202-285-3193); Office1Jf
ln'l'99tiptiona, U.S. lntemstional Trade

A-4
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Commission, 500 E Street SW.,
Washington, DC 20436. Hearingimpaired persons can obtain
information on this matter by contacting.
the Commission'• TDD terminal on 202205-1810. Persons with mobility
impairments who will need special
assistance in gaining access to the
Commission should contact the Office
of the Secretary at 202-205-2000.

imposition of such .duties will each be
a>llectively allocated one hour within
. which to make an oral presentation at
the confanmce. A nonparty who bu
testimony that may aid th8
Commission'• deliberations may request
permission to present a short statement
at the conference.

Written Submjajaaa

A.a provided in SS 201.6 and 207.15 of
the Commission'• rules, any penon may
Backgro1111d
submit to the Commission on or bafme
Thia investigation is being instituted
July 28, 1993, a written brief CODtaiDiD8
in response to a petition filed OD July 2, information and arguments pertinent to
1993, by counsel on behalf ofE. L Du
the subject matter of the inveatiption.
Pont de Nemo~ I: Co., Wilmington,
Parties may file written teatimcmy ill
DE.
ainnection with their pnsantation at
the conference Do later than three (3)
Participation in the Investigation aild
days before the canfarence. Ubriefs or
Public Service List
written testimony contain BPI, they
must conform with the requiremeDta of
Persons (other than petitioners)
wishing to participate in the
§§ 201.6, 207.3, and 207.7 of the
investigation as parties must file an
Commission's rules.
entry of appearance with the Seaetuy
In accordance with §§ 201.16(c) uad
to the Commission, as provided in
207.3 of the rules, each document &led
sections 201.11and207.10 of the
by a party to the investigation must be
Commission's rules, not later than seven served on all other parties to the
(7) days after JIU.blication of this notice
investigation (u identified by either the
in the Federal llegiater. The Seaetary
public m BPI service list), and a
·will prepare a public service list
certificata of senice must be tbnely
containing the names and addressea of
filed. The Secretary will not ecmpt a
all persons, or their representatives,
document for filing without a certificate
who are parties to this investigation
of service.
the expiration of the period for
Autbarity: Thia iDvestiptioD la be1q
· g entries of appearance.
conducted under authmtty of Ghe Tvlff Act
Limited Diacloaun ofBaainea
of 1930, title VU. Thia notice la pvbllsbed
Proprietary Information (BPQ Under a
pursuant to S Z07.1Z of the Qnmn!pfon'a
AdmiDistratiwe Protec:tift Order (APO) rules.
and BPI Senice Liat
By order of the Qmuniuian.
Pursuant to 18Ction 207.7(•) of the
Issued: July I, 1993.
Commisaion's rules, the Secretuy will
Dmma L X..lmlre,
make BPI gathered in this preliminary
Seaetal)'.
investigation available to authori%ed
[FR Doc:. 93-16597 Filed 7-9-93; 8:f5 llD)
applicants under the APO issued in the au1NC1 CODI! 7llMrW
investigation, provided that the
application is made not later than seven
(7) days after the publication of this
notice in the Federal a.pater. A
separate service list will0e maintained
by the Secretary for thote parties •
authorized to receive BPI under th.e
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMA110N:

fit:1

APO.

.

Federal Register I VoL 58, -No. 131 I Monday~ July 12. 1993 ·~- Nutic81

-

·Can&rem:e
The Commission'• Director of
Operations bas scheduled a confereDce
in connection with this investigation fm
9:30 a.m. on July 23, 1993, at the U.S.
International Tnde Commission
Building, 500 E Street SW., Washington.
DC. Parties wishing to participate in the
c:onfarence should CODtact Mary Messer .
(202-205-3193) Dot later than July 21,
1993, to arrange fm their appeanm:e.
Puties in auppmt of the 1mpolitian of
antidumpinl auu. in thU iDv9sdptian
and puties in opposition to the

. A-5
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I VoL SB. Na... 1-M I

'numdaJ. JalJ· Zlo

19111 / NmkB

I~

lnltll8lon of Anlldunlplng Duty
._.llipllan: AIMltd Flb9r Fonned ol
Poly ........hanylene Tentpbtt

I

....

FnalDU.~

AGENCY: Import AdministndioD.
International Tnde Administratima.
Depadment of Comman:e.
ID+b."1M DATE: July 29. 1993.

.

FOR FURTHER INPOlllM110N CONTACT: Lari
Way or 'jelfery B. Denning, Office of
Antidumping Investigations. Import
Administration..Intematicmal Tnde
Administration, U.S. Department oi
Cummeic:a, 14th Straet and Constitution
Avenue, NW., Washington, DC 20230;
telepbaaa (ZOZ) "82--0656 and 482419'. Nip8dinly.

-,

NnA1DI .OF INVES11GATIDN:

Tbehtitiaa
·"

On July 2. 1993. we racaived a
petWaD fiJad in proper farm by El. Du

Pont de Nemours a: Company
(petiticmar). Patitianar filBd
suppJamants to the petitiaD OD July 19.
20. ad 21. 1983. pursuant to 19 CFll
353. lZ(e)•.ID accardam:a with 19 CFR
353.12. palitiOIMll' alJesu that UlllDid
flbar lmmed oi poly para-phanyiane
terepbtbalamid• (PPD-T animi.dl from
tba NelharJanm ia Oeing. or ii libly ta
be. mid in tba UDited Stma at Jail dMm
value wiihiD the D19N1ing of l8dioD
731QftheTmffAd.of1930. as
amended (the Act). and that tbale
impam ua matarially .injuring. or
tbraUm matarial injury·to. a U.S.
industJy.
Ptdtianar ates that it bu mncUng to
_file the petitiOD becauat it ta an
interelt9d puty as dafined under
section 771(9)(C) of the Ad, and
beamm the petition is being filed on
behalf Df the U.S. industry prodm:ing
the prvduct subject to this invastigation.
U any int&r68ted party, as descrii.d
under paragraphs (C). (DJ. (E), or (F) of
section 771(9) of the Act, wishes to
register support for, or opposition to,
this petition, such party should file a
written notification with the Assistant
Secretuy for Import Administration.
Under the Department's regulations,

rm

any produc:ar or reseller seeking
exclUlion from a potential antidUmping
duty order must submit Its request for
exclusion within 30 days of the date of
the publication of this notica. The
procedwas and raquiramants nprd.iog
the filing of such requests are contained
in 19 CFR 353.14.
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Scope of Innstigation

The merchandise covered by this
investigation is all forms of poly para-·
phenylane teraphthalamida aramid fiber
(PP~T aramid) from the Netherlands.
This includes PPD-T aramid fiber in the
form of filament yarn. staple, pulp (wet
or dry). non-wovens. chopped fiber and
floe. PPD-T aramid is claasifiabla under
subheadings 5402.10.3020,
5402.10.3040, 5402.32.3000,
5503.10.0000 and 5601.30.0000 oftha
Harmonized Tariff Schedwe of the
United States (lfiSUS). Although the
HTSUS numbers are provided for
convenience and customs purposes. our
written description of the -acopa of this
investigation is dispositiva.
United States Price and Foraign Market
Value ··
·

For FMV, we·lumJ,utilizad...
petitioner'a nparted price .for sale in the
Netherlands of 21eo:daniar PPD-T ·
aramid yllJ'IL Petitioner. baaed. this prial.
on a call.r8pmt of pricas offareci.to.
Dutch ONJIUJDelSOf this product.
Petitioner made deductions for indirect·
selling axpanaaa. foreign inJand freight,
and avdit axpenus.· Petitioner ·
eonvartad this price to U.S. dollarit
using the avarqa oflliit.axchange ratail:
in affect during the periOd ·or.
.
invaatigaticm. We rejected.that
conversion, and IDatead \laad iha '
exchange rate in effiid -during tbe·first
quarter for which the u.s;.offar for sale
of 2160 denier yam wu·affac:tiva~
The price-to-prim dumping uWgin
alleged by petitiODlll' and adjusted by .
the Department for 2160 dmiarPPD-T.
aramid yam is ..t3.43 pen:anL

Petitioner originally supplied U.S.
Home Market/11UrdCcimdry sales
and foreign price quotes on six different BeJaw the Call af PradlictiDD
PP~T aramid products. The foreign
Petitioner alleges that respondent is .
prices were obtained from six European
eelling the.subject marcbmdiaa in the.·
countries. including the Netherlands.
· home market/third cauntly below ita.
Petitioner provided non-Netherlands
CDP. We have raqu8stad &dditiOnal
prices because, petitioner claims•the
clarification, rac:aJculatiOD,.and ·
home market is not viable and because
not all of these six products are .Old.in
clocumantatian DIMlBlaJY·tO iliitiats a·
cast investigation. Canaaquently; far
the Netherlands or any oth&r-single. ·
purpo11811 of this initiatiOni tlait-,
European country. Further; hued upon
its claim that allhoma market priemrue Department has nj8cted petitlimar'a
below the cost of production (CDP),
allegation that home mubtlthird·
petitioner relied only·upon constructed anmtry sales 818 below· CDPdJi... .
accmdanca with 19.Cl'IUSs;;3l(c)(i),.
value for ita estimate of foreign market
value (FMVJ for the six PPD-T aramid
petitioner will baw.until.45"daya ~or
producls. Punuant to a request from the to the schedUlad dats of the
Department. petitioner provided ·a pric:e- Department's pralliniDary.datarmination
to-price comparison for the one product in this investigation.ta perfect and.
for which it has provided a Dutch price. nm8w this allegation.
2160 denier PPD-T aramid yun.
lnitiaticm ·af linmtigatiOD ..
Because we have rejected petitioner's
allegation of sales below the COP (sea
· Pursuant to saction 73Z(c) oftha Act;
Sales Below the Colt af Pradaclima.
. thit Department must determine. within.·
below), the margin upon which we are . 20 days after a petition ii filed; whether
initiating this investigation is hued on
a petition sets forth allegations ·
a pri~to-price comparison of 2160
necassary for the initiation-ofan
denier PPD-T aramid yam.
·
antidumping duty -invenigationo and
Petitioner based United States Price
whether·the petition contains
(USP) on exporter's sales prim (ESP), in . iilfmmation nasonably availahle to
accordance with aec:tion 77Z(c) of the
petitioners ·supporting the allagation.
Act. Petitioner buad USP for sales of
We have examined the-petition on
2160 denier PPD-T aramid yam an a
PPD-T aramid &om the.Netherlands_
call report of U.S. prices offered ta U.S.
and have found that ·it meets the
consumers of this product. Petitionm:
requirements of section 732(b) of the
made deductions for U.S. ae11ing
Act. Tharafora. we are initiating an .
expaD88S,. foreign .inlaad .fraight. ocean
antidumping duty investigation to
freight. U.S. duty charges, and c:radit
determine whether imports of~T
expanses. We rejected the number of
aramid from the Netherlands ara being,
avdit days petitioner used in .
or are likely to~; sold in.the United
calculating aadit expen18S, ·using
· States at lass than fair value:·
instead the terms repmted in. the,call
. nc Notilicatiall
raporL We also rajaded petitlanar'a
deduction for U.S. inland Enright
Section 732(d) of the Act requires us
because petitioner provided lnsufllciant to notify the Jirtemational Trade ·
evidencedemons1raling that foreign
Commission (rl'CJ of this action and we
producers incur this cost.
have dona so.··

Prelimiauy ~ brthe

lntsnatiaaal Trade C.ommiviaa
The rIC ~ll d8termina bj August 16,
1993, whether there is a ftlUODabla
indication that imports of PPD-T ·
eramid from the Netherlands are
maWially _injuring, or threatan material
injury to, a U:S. industry; PunUant to
aac:tion 733(a) of the Act. a negative ITC
.. determination will nault in the
in~on.baing termina~;

otharwisa,.the invastiption.will
~ ai:c:nzriing to statutory and
tegUlatary time limits.
·
Thia notlca is publiahed punuant to
aac:tion 73Z(c)(2) of the Act and 19 CFR
353.13(b).
Dated: July 22. 1993.

,...,...kSpmial..

Actin1 Aailtant Set:nrtary for Import

Adminimation.

IPR 0ac. u-11131 Flied 1~za-e3: a:•s aml

-....am..._._·
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE CONFERENCE
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CALENDAR OF THE PUBLIC CONFERENCE
Investigation No. 731-TA-652 (Preliminary)
ARAMID FIBER FORMED OF POLY PARA-PHENYLENE TEREPHTHALAMIDE
FROM THE NETHERLANDS
Those listed below appeared at the United States International Trade
Commission's conference held in connection with the subject investigation on
July 23, 1993, in Hearing Room 101 of the USITC Building, 500 E Street, SW.,
Washington, DC.
In support of the imposition of antidumping duties
Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Roszann M. Graham, Business Director, Americas, Advanced Fibers
Systems, E. I. Du Pont de Nemours & Co.
Richard L. Boyce, President, Econometrica International, Inc.
John D. Greenwald--OF COUNSEL
In opposition to the imposition of antidumping duties
Adduci, Mastriani, Schaumberg & Schill--Counsel
Washington, DC
on behalf of-Aramide Maatschappij V.O.F. and Akzo Fibers Inc.
Ton Runneboom, Commercial Director, Aramide Maatschappij V.O.F.
Lowell D. Bivens, General Manager, Aramid Fibers Business Unit, North
America, Akzo Fibers Inc.
Brendan Naughton, Sales Manager, Akzo Fibers, North America, Akzo
Fibers Inc.
Seth Kaplan, Trade Resources Company
Barbara A. Murphy--OF COUNSEL
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APPENDIX C
SUMMARY DATA
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Table C-1
PPD-T aramid fiber: Summary data concerning the U.S. market, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*
Source:

*

*

*

*

*

*

Compiled from data presented in the body of this report.

Figure C-1
Salient data for PPD-T aramid fiber

*
Source:

*

*

Commission questionnaires.

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX D
SUMMARY DATA CONCERNING
YARN, STAPLE, PULP, AND OTHER FORMS OF PPD-T ARAMID FIBER
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Table D-1
PPD-T aramid fiber in yarn form: Summary data concerning _the U.S. market,
1990-92, January-March 1992, arid.January-March 1993

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Comniission.
Table D-2
PPD-T aramid fiber in yarn form: The Netherlands' capacity, production,
capacity utilization, end-of-period inventories, and shipments, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, January-March 1993,· and projected 1993-94

*

*

. *.

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from.data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table D-3
PPD-T aramid fiber in staple form: Summary data concerning the U.S. market,
1990-92, January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

·*

*

*

·*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data.submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Conimission.
Table D-4
PPD-T aramid fiber in staple form: The Netherlands' capacity, production,
capacity utilization, end-of-period inventories, and shipments, 1990-92,
January-March 1992, January-March 1993, and projected 1993-94

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
Table D-5
PPD-T aramid fiber in pulp form: Summary data concerning the U.S. market,
1990-92, January-March 1992, and January-March 1993

*

*

*

·*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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Table D-6
PPD-T aramid fiber in pulp form: The Netherlands' ·capacity, production,
c~pacity utilization, end-of-perfod inventories, and shipments, 1990-92·,
January-March 1992, J~nuary-March 1993, and projected 1993-94

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Source: Compiled from data submitted in response to questionnaires of the
U.S. International Trade Commission.
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APPENDIX E
DATA CONCERNING U.S. PPD-T ARAMID FIBER
PULP AND STAPLE SUBCONTRACTOR OPERATIONS
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There are *** subcontractors that DuPont employs in processing Kevlar®
yarn into staple and pulp. These firms, their locations, and the forms of
Kevlar® they process are presented in the following tabulation:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Commission requested information concerning these firms' U.S.
operations. Limited responses were received from***· ***
In response to the Commission's question concerning the firms' position
on the petition, the responses were as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The Commission requested that these subcontractors describe any actual
or anticipated negative effects of imports of PPD-T aramid fiber from the
Netherlands on their growth, investment, ability to raise capital, or existing
development and production efforts, including efforts to develop a derivative
or more advanced version of the product. The Commission also asked U.S.
producers to report the influence of such imports on their scale of capital
investments undertaken. The responses are as follows:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*** provided only the quantity and value of their net sales to DuPont
and related capital expenditures, which are presented in the following
tabulation:
*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX F
DUPONT'S U.S. SHIPMENT DATA,
BYSUBMARKETCATEGORIES
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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APPENDIX G
DUPONT'S DISCUSSION OF TIIE ADVANTAGES OF KEVLAR®
VIS-A-VIS TIIE
ADVANTAGES OF TIIE ALTERNATIVE FIBERS

G-3

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

